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OFFICIAL REPORT. 
Bv E. L. LOOMIS A~o H. A. l\1JLLER. 
• 
Sehool the £ntlrt' Yt>nr. Stndent• :11Ry Enlt•r nt rmy tlmt> nnd S..h•rt their own Sfu<tlt>•. 




THE lARGEST A!fD BEST EQUIPPED NORMAL SOl 
XN T~:E: UNXT:E::O ST..A..T:E:S. 
:O:E:::E" .A.~ T:M:ENTS.-Prepar:ttory, Teachers, (including Kindergarten Work, Teachers T ra 
and Pedngogy), Collegiate, (including Scientific, Classic and Select Courses,) Special Science, Civil En;..<ineerin~. 
Commercial, Mu>ic, Fine Art, Phonography and Typewritin)!', Telegra.,hic ami Review. Each department is a 
itself, }'et all, with the exception of private lessons in Music, are l~('JX IIJW 1'; O~E 'fl"ITIO~. 
S peoia.1is -t;s n s XJO.st:r~o-tc:>:rs are p:rc:>-v-ided :Cc:>:r e a c h de~a.:r1;~ 
Though the attendance is large yet the classes are sectioned so as to contam, on an average, not to excee<l so stud 
THE COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT in connection with the school is everywhere acknowledged to be the most comi 
mercia! College in tht: land. It b supplied with the most extensive line of offices ever attempted by any Busint'ss S 
N c:> c:>the:r X JO.stit-u.tic:>JO. c:>:CLea:rJO.iJO.g c:>ffe r s :Cc:>:r c:>JO.e -t;~itic:>xa, 
-thiJO.g 1ike a fiil :n:1BJO.Y s~bjeots :C:rc:>:J<lt1 -vvhioh -tc:> se1 eo-t;. 
The best evidence that the work is s:ttisfactory is the constantly increasinl: demand tor those trained he're, 
E:X:.::E":E:NSES LESS T~.A.N ..A..T .A..J.VY C>T~E~ ::E"L 
1TITIO, , !<'I twr tt>rm. II() \lUI .\ " ) lTit \ ISIIEII IIOOll, St.:;o to 1.\IU pt'r .,.., ... J... Cat"IO):ue rnailed free. 
:!Cith ~..:orop<'"' \ u~:. ::o. A<l.(lress H. B. BRO WX, PJ•illcipal , or 0. P. KISSEr, 
Tnewriter Headquarters 186 
Are you contemplating the pur.chase of a Typewriter ? 
You can buy a strictly first-class wri~ing 
make, slightly second, at FROM 30 TO 6o 
LESS THA~ THE PRICE of a new instrument:. 
we GUftR:A.ncree every instrument we sell t 
good conditio 1. . . .• D)£-) ~) r THt~ S.\ Vl:'{ G IN 
YOU? Come and cx:.1minc our stock. \.V~ rE~ 
~TAKES OF :\IACIII~ES; and ship them to any point. 
Repairing a specialty. \Vrite for our large illustrate 
logue. 
T~l~r>l~ on~,-~~Olf11~~9 7>~r~~~ ~ 'W&lf]~M$~0!f 





Cfhe ~enn Pitman 8yntem of Phonography 
IS THE 
7\merican System of Shorthand. 
To supply the increasing demand for stenographers, schools of shorthand and 
typewriting have been established in various parts of the country, and, with few 
exceptions, all business colleges now h~ve a "department of shorthand." Anum-
ber of systems are taught, but that of Benn Pitman is more generally used 
than any other in this country, and may be called the ''American Sys-
tem. "-Extract from tlu Report of the Commissioner of Education, (Washington, 
D. C),.for tlzeyear r887-88, Page 927. 
If I were starting to learn Phonography now, I should get Benn Pitman's Man-
ual and other books, and follow them.-Dennis F. Murphy, Official Reporter o.f 
t/ze U. S. Smate. (See Plwnograp!tic Magazine, Vol. 5, Page I05 -April, r89r.) 
THE MANUAL OF PHONOPRAPHY, 
By Benn Pitman, has since 1855 been the standard text-book of shorthand in-
struction in America. It has been twice revised and rewritten (in 186o and in 1885} 
-the last time by Benn Pitman and Jerome B. Howard in collaboration-and is 
now more largely used in American schools of shorthand, business colleges, semina-
rie , academies, pubh<' schools and colleges than are all other shorthand text-books 
combined. It has reached its 275 thousand, and now issued at the r::lte of over 30, 
ooo copies a year. It contains 144 duodecimo pages, and retails at 1.00 a copy, 
in cloth covers, or 8o cents a copy in boards. 
THE REPORTER' S COMPANION. 
By Benn Pitm~n and Jerome B. Howard, i the only es entia! text-book besides 
the Manual, and conduct the student to the briefe t of writing used by profes ional 
reporters. 12mo, 187 pages. Price in cloth, 1.25; in boards, r.oo. 
THE PHONOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE. 
Edited by Jerome B. Howard. Large Svo, 44 or more pages monthly, among 
which are eight pages of beautifully lithographed phonetic horthand. A periodical 
complement to the text-book ann the authentic organ of the Benn Pitman yc:tem 
o£ Phonography. ub cription price, 1.50 a year. Now in its ixth volume. Vol . 
I- in cloth cover , 2. so each. 
Send for complete catalogue and specimen pages of all phon-
ographic publications. 
A liberal discount will be made to all schools and to 
teach rs of Phonocrraphy and special prices will be quo-




D. H. BRANAMA:"<. W. L. WRIGHT. 
WLrwwwWlww ~ W1:rfi~llia~ 
Attorneys and Counselors 
-AT LAW.-
Collections given prompt attention . No.5 E. Main St., 
Valparaiso, Ind. NOTARY PUBLIC. 
van, the Jeweler, 
FOR 
WAT CHES, 





NO. I O S. LAFAYETE ST., 
Main ~t., Valparaiso, lnd, VALPARAISO, I NDIANA. 
FOR A FIRST CLAS 
Shave or Hair Cut 
V I IT 
L. Massey, 
The Fashionable Barber. 
3 MAIN ST. , VALPARAISO , IND. 
J. L. Doyle, 
ShavinJ parlor 
Corner bbin and Washington Streets. 
Hot and Cold Baths, 7 for $1. 00. 
Ladies Hair Cutt ing and Curling. 
A good handwriting is just so much cap-
ital in the business of life. It blazes the 
way for you-give opportunitie for em-
ployment which you conld not po · ibly have 
without it. Tens of thousands of young 
men and women have got their start in life 
through the Penman's Art J ournal, for 
fifteen year. the undi puted leader of pub-
lication of its cla in the world. It will 
do as much for you. Le ons in Writing, 
Drawing, Engro ing, etc., in every num-
ber. , uperbly illustrated. One copy 10 
cents. One year's ubscription (12 num-
bers) I with beautiful premium free. No 
free samples. To locate our adv. we will 
end to all who mention N o RMAL C .·vE ' -
Tit> REP RT where they order ub crip-
tion or ingle copie and enclo e two red 
stamp extra for mailing a large engravers 
print of a beautiful ornamental pen de ign 
on best quality of hand plated paper, mail-
ed in a tout tube for protection . Address 
D. T. AMES, PENMANS ART JOURNAL, 
20:! Broad''"~, f'" \ork. 
STOP! 
If you. hunger, eat 
~f you. thirst~ drink 
--AT--
MCCLELL lt"N'S, Tlte Only R estaurant tl On Tlte H'ill. 
First Class Meals at All Hours, f~r 25 c. 
- Be>ard $2 a, -vveek.-
This is the place for lunches. Ice cream by the dish, quart or 
gallon. Lemonade made according to order. 
\Ve keep on hand bread, pies, cakes, sandwiches, salmon, sardines, canned fruits, 
etc. The best place in town for oranges, candies, nuts, 
.. 
-lemons, bananas, etc.-




A Thorough Legal Education can 
be secured at one-half the ex· 
pense usually incurred in attend· 
ing professional schools. 
For course of study tuition, and other particular , address, 
MAl K L. EM TTE, of aculty, 
V ALPARAI 0, I DIA A. 
A NEW BOOK--
AN INTERESTING BOOK--
A WONDERFULLY POPULAR BOOK. 
Contains the Civil Government of Indiana ; the Civil Gov-
ernment of the U nited St ates ; the Principles governing a 
Man as a Citizen. 
Do you sympathize with Manager Frick ? R ead . 
Do y ou sympathize with th e Homesteaders ? R ead. 
--MAILING PRICE- $1 .00.--
IJ. ~ . I eath & ~o. , ' ublisheFs, 
5 SOMERSET ST., BOSTON. 86 W ABA 'H AVE., CHICAGO. 
HENRY GOLDMAN 
AUTHOR &lNV.B:NTOR, 







...... 'FOR ...... 
Locating Errors 




B LA:-:Ks, SLIPs, ETC. 
C OPYING AMOUNTS. 
EU'-CJI ECKING 
TRIAL B L.l. CE BO KS I 
II ORTE T 
Interest and A verap:e lllethods! 
E~T 0~ T R IAL! 
Authorized Hepre•ent tlv !' supplied with Books of 
Instrurtion anti Cretlmtinl~, bearin~r date of curren; 





AND MA. ~FACTURER OF 
Boots 
AND 
Largest like establishment in the world. First-
clas 'econd-hand lnstrumentsathalfnewprices. s h 
Unprejudiced advice giv n on all make. Ma- 1\J:> 0 
1 chine old on monthly payments. Any instru- V '\! V 
ment manufactured shipped, privilege to examine. 
EXCHANGING A PECIALTY. \\liolesale prices 
to dealers. illustrated atalogues Free. S S 'd f c urt H 
TYPEWRITER j 81 Broadway, New York. outh 1 e 0 0 ouse. 
HEADQUARTERS, 11 tlonroe St., Chicago. VALPAR.HMO, IND. 
, .. 




~ational Normal Party, 
of the U oited $tates of America, 
CONVENED IN 
gollege ~hapol, ~alpaPaiso, ind. , 
--rJ une 18th, 25th, July 2nd, 9th, 16th 23d and 30th.~ 
FOR THE PURPO E O F 
NOMINATING AND lNAUGURATI G 
J 
Il PR_S_DE ... T F _HE U ITED TA_~ , 
E dited and R eported by E. L . Loomis and H . A . Miller. 
••• a&!.~a-z: •~~•~ 
EY J" _ .A. J::vi:cCON .AHY. 
llALPARJUSO, INDI.'\NA. 
Reaches more city people than all other papers puhli ·hed in Valparaiso, 
CONSE<OlUENTLY 
T:EI:E ::BEST ..A..X>V"E:Et..TX:SIXNG- :D/I:EX>XU:M:. 
JOB PRINT! G NEATLY AND PROMPTLY F.XJ•:CUT~:n. 
\\/ $ ...... ... .1!. 
a:» .. ~ 
~ ~ 
c::::a.. ~ 
c...-a r... ~ -=-.. lJl I _ , 







~ ·-~ N C3:l 
~ N 
;;I ' /l\ 
TilE INDIA~A SCHOOL JOURN .\L is one of the representative Etl-
ucational paper of the country. 1o other paper maintains o many separate 
departments with a special editor for each. No other pap~r can b a.'t of 
brcre a patronage from it own state . It is popular bec.tuse it give teacher 
what they need. Price, 1. 50. Smd stamp fflr sample! ropy. 
Addre s W. A. BF.J ,L, lutli.lllllJlOli , Ind. 
PRELIMINARY MEETING. 
College Clwpe!, Valparasio, Ind., June J8, J8D2. 
According to the usual custom during the summer term of the rorlhern 
Indiana Normal school, a large assemblage of student met to perfect ar-
rangements for the Annual Nominating Convention of the National ormal 
Party. The pacious Chapel Hall wa filled tv overflowing, every _available 
seat ueing occupied. 
l\lr. I. T. ;\1yers, general manager of the various debating sect~ on~, called the 
meeting to order. After a few remarks concerning the work of the sections, 
he appointed J. ]. ;\fcManaman temporary chairm;:.n of the c,)l1vention. 
1r. McManman accepted the appointment and briefly outlined the work t 
be done. He recogniz cl the ach·antages to be derived from ·uch a drill in 
convention work ?nd expres ed the hope that every one would lend his be, t 
efforts to make it even more intere ting and instructive than th se uf pre-
ceding years. 
At the conclusion of his remark , he appointed J ohn \V. liughe ·, Secre-
tary, and 1is Flora Brockway, Assistant Secretary. 
The thanks of the convention were unanimously voted Profes or:> Brown 
and Kin ey for the privilege of holding another 'ational ConventiCJn, and 
for the a ;;istance which they have so kindly given. 
Upon motion the Chairman appointed the following as .'ergeant!: at-arm : 
II. A. Miller, P. H. Marony, J. E. Eddlem;m li. . Davi ·, G. '. Glassel, 
E. L. Wagoner and J. ~1. John on . 
R. E. 'amphe ll, Harry S tanbury and Il. A. Derry were appointed as 
Committee on Credential . 
• ext in order was the distribution of tate . ~1r. ~Ic~I.ln .lman appointed 
the foll owing a l'hairmen of the different state and territorial dt:legations: 
Alabama ..... . . . \ . B. ~ ~tighb rs rew Jersey .......... . J oe Conroy 
Arkan ·a ......... G. G. Jones .L ew York ...... :\l. JJ. ,\~\:Connell 
'alifvrnia .......... E. G. Talho. • ·orth Dakota ...... c; . C. Gla · ell 
'olorndo ......... C. B. Goodrich 'orth Carolina . ..... f. V . .Fowler 
Connecticut .... . ... Lottie 1 Lonn Ohio ........ . ...... J. T. Cogan 
Veleware ....... .. \V. E. ]11hn 011 Oreg n . ..... . . .. .. . \. E Baker 
Florida ... .... ..... . '. C. Brown Penn ylvauia . ..... J. W. llughe 
Georgia .......... W. P .. hericlan Rhode bland . ...... \l. J. Lynch 
Idaho ......... . ..... E. F. lien .·,,uth C.trolina . .... \ ... l·armcr 
lllin oi ....... J. J .• ldlaniman • outh Dakota . ..... E. 1'. Harm >n 
Indiana ......... .. . A. A. \\'ll ,on Tennes:ee . . . . . . . . . I. D. J. 1 er 
Io,,·a ................. If. H.urin<T Texas .. . ........... l I. '\ Berry 
_____ I 
10 NATIONAL NOl{MAL 
Kansas . . .. ..... R. K Campbell Vcnn()nt . . . ..... .. . J. C. Myers 
Kentucky ........ \V. D. Chrisman Virginia .. ....... J . P. Frantzen 
Lonisana . . . . . . . . .. . M. L Test Washington ... ,. ..... A. H. Craig 
Maine .... . .. . .... . ;\[. J. Grady West Virginia ..... P. 11. i\laroncy 
Maryland ... . . . ... J. J. :--tapleton \\isconsi 11 ......... Fred E. White 
;\lassachusetts ... . . . J. 11. Hunter Wyoming ..... . .. .. . S G nakc:r 
l\1 ichigan ..... ... E L. Waggoner Alaska .......... ... lhas. Curtis 
.:\linnesota ... ... Frank ~lc Nulty Arizuna .. .. ..... .. .. Ben Riggs 
l\lissouri ....... .. W. H. Johnson Jn dian Territory ... .. . C. A. Jones 
lllississippi .. . ...... . . f. E . Tailor Ok lahoma ........ C. E. Jacobson 
Montana ..... ... . ... G. IZ. D~vis New l\'lexico .... .. .... K . ~pence 
Nebn1ska ......... . ~lax I-lnffman Utah .. . : . . ....... A E. Manley 
Nevada . ..... .. -.. . . H. V. D .vis District of Lolumbia . . P. J. Roger.; 
;-Jew Hampshire .. Dona l\1dlargul 
The convention then adjourned to mt"et for or~ miz 1tion at ro o'clock Sat-
urclay, Jtple 25. 
FIRST SESSION. 
College C!wpe!, June 25, 1892. 
The convention w;,.s promptly called to order by the General Manager, 
all of the officers being present and in their proper places. Mr. Mc.:\1anaman 
then appointed P. F . l\L: ulty temporary chairman. l\1r .. \lc~ulty was e.· 
car ted to the rostrum amid warm applau e, and said : 
Ladies and Gentlemen of t!te Convc!ntion: \\'e have indeed been granted 
a great privilege in being allo\\'ed to hold thi ·convention. \Ve are assem-
bled here from every stale in the Union to pnnnulgatc such a platform as 
will show to the people of this county our beliefs upon the issue of the day, 
and to tell them what we propose doing in the fntLli'L:. 
Upon iL'> advent into the political arena, every new party ha meL with 
opposition from all sides, princip1lly from those who are rlisplaced from lead-
er·hip by the ri;ing party; ~nd l::tclics and gentlemen, you may expect to meet 
the same difficultie ' but by <lVoicling the entangling fued of the old rarties 
and entering into this campaign actuated only by the love of country and of 
y<>nr fellow men, we may safely trust to ) ou to e tahlish such a precedent 
that all future convention will follow in )'llllr foot teep . 
\\'e have met to lay our political foundation and upon ir to place a man 
\\'ho will meet the want of tbe people. In this and all things I can only 
hope that our deliberations will be guided hy the li,..:ht of rea on . 
• -\gain, I woull remind you of ?Ur dnty tl) thi:; in titution ;mel toourselve ; 
we mu t relegate to the background all questions, which would mar the har-
mony of this meeting and onduct our elves in . uch a manner that when 
11·e ha e ended our work our conduct will reflect credit upon ourselve: and 
the great institution of 1 hich we are member.~, ant! .-o that tho.;e who c m1e 
after u will be a· nrecl the a. me great privilege 11·hich wt: n 1w enj J}'. 
Thanking you for the honor conferred, l <111 1it your p!ea ure. 
:t\OMINATIT'\G CONVENTIO~. I I 
At the conclusion of his remarks, the chairman called for the , business of 
the assembly. Upon motion, the roll of states was called, to which the 
chairman of the respective delegation responded by naming the various per· 

















































E. 1::'. Ward, Emma J)arst. 
Ning Eley, n. D. Feldman, 
E. C. Tnlhot, 1•:. K. Rundle, 
tl. 1> . Bickford. C. 1:. Philip., 
Edith Carlron, J.D. \1cli.l'lvy, 
1\' . . Johnson, W. E. ,Jolmson, 
,John ~lor·m. ll. A. lloyle, 
0 .. J. \l'ra.v. 1!. G. Popham, 
.J . W'. \lcCnlloch !{Obert Rcc, c, 
G. 0. Vnu :\le.ter. R. F . Hazelton, 
A. A. Wil~on, Freel Stroup, 
,J. ook. 1\'. H. Thomas, 
'.C. :-:itott, Wm. Wittwer, 
1'. Klrg mlll, ll. F. Parr. 
l\1. L. Test. StephAn Huff, 
E. H. Tewiilliger, S. I. lJiaek, 
c .. Jewell . l\1. ,J. Wal sh, 
I ... T. Harker, C. E. Belcher, 
11. A. Brown, Carrie Cl1ills, 
J. n . Walsh, Elfzai.Jetl1 Wood 
E. E. Reed, I. c. Galbraith, 
c. Hnrrington, Wm . Yenncr, 
G. U. Davi~. Lena :-pcnse. 
?-lax llnffm~tn, F. W. ~lcXcts, 
H . V. Pavls, H. F. D>lYIS, 
~!. (). FniTi!!, Dove :\ICH!lr/!Ut', 
A .• J.~l ·Dowell, G. E Tucker, 
H . 13 ~Iill er. W . E. Carr'ill , 
Sophill Pete t·son, \lartha Anrlcrson, 
C. H ~picer, C. M. Piercy , 
.Jennie Fulron, J . C . .\IcGee, 
·. ·w. Roberts, c. E. Lertuhu, 
L. A. Fost cr, E. D. Uittner, 
X. Shillln~. ·Mary Duxon, 
E. M. Jlamh m"t, C. ~!. Drh'('r. 
A. H . Krellin!{. LfJulse Stowell, 
)1. l.J ( 'n. per. C. K Kaufman, 
.1. 0.;\ICE!wa!n, G. A. t'ou. tct·, 
A L. H. \IIIIer, llulliP ~[. Hobson, 
Ed Wtml, C'. E. Hyl\n, 
N ellic A ust ln. lllancbc Lenart, 
ILF.Eik••nheny.W. H. Burrs. 
Ell>: ~lcllunaltl, . G. 'tnnzel , 
L, )I. Troup. .\lllton Belter, 
,J. w . Oftll!on, 
EliZfl. Sta~·key, 
C. A. Jackola, 
M. X . Get ie, · 
John Flinn, · 
J. E. Hcrhin. 
John Coakly, 
Annfl. !\lcllonougi.J, 
E. F . . \lien, 
B. 1\L I.i ttlc. 
\\', F. \\'il on, 
)I". C. Pop!u11n, 
.T. 11 . 'mith. 
H. B. Au~t · n, 
U. E. Cheney, 
J\J. F. !".tatt<Jn, 
H. P. Gunuer, 
C. 11. Hudy. 
(). :E. Woodman, 
]\[r. Erick ·on . 
W. IJ .• J olln~on, 
P. llarnwell, 
G. n. Davi~. 
F. F. Tl •mnafin, 
\\' 111 . Lucus , 
Dona il-lcihtrgue, 
B F. Kl~l'l", 
<.Jco. :\tcCulloeh, 
G C. Gla~so•l, 
w. ~- Mc~ctt, 
H. L. Moore, 
11. A. Hn yn • , 
H. II Ewin;:, 
Annie lhtxon. 
\V. II. UarllltHI, 
F.. P. llnrlllon, 
0. il. Kattlllllll, 
().E. Bat•k •r, 
Nellie Foster, 
w. v. Hog•~r5. 
c. n. Gord1•nca.r, 
Inez Heaton, 
II. L. ~plnlc, 
L. ~!.Troup, 
TJ>:R R ITOIUJ~<; . 
PELUlA .~lF:N"I' 
OllGANlZATION. 
J. F. EdcliPill>\U, 
B. G. Snow, 
F. f'. J3,)1\l"dtnAI1, 
C . G. Gooclrlch, 
W. ,J. Ounu, 
L. U. Huhh1trcl. 
G. C. Brown, 
W. A. herl<IHtl, 
J.l\L ~lcCulloeh 
ll . F . Lawly, 
A. D. Wa~muth 
H . Hut·l ng. 
n. E. Cnmphell. 
IY, D. Chri~lllltn 
Walter Evans, 
C. ~I. Til us, 
Guy Dakrr, 
.l. n. Hunter. 
R. L. Waggoner, 
Otw Werfl'l, 
0. l'ricn, 
J. E. Taylor, 
,J. C. Ol'l . 
E .. Porter. 
Jl, V. OiWIS, 
E s. Booth, 
T, . l\{ Frink. 
P. H. Ih<wki n~. 
G. C. Gla~sel, 
.J. V Fowler, 
,f, T. o11.an. 
. C. ll1tkcr, 
A .. Jll- cman, 
l\1 ./. Lyuch. 
A.:". Fn•·ntcr, 
K•otll' 11111'11~, 
\\'.A. 1\ .. cnc, 
H. A. lkny, 
.r. C. )ly•·r. 
J. P. Frantzen, 
A. B. 'ralg, 
P H. ~laroncy, 
n. F. '!,k, 
·.G. Duker. 
Ataslm .................. Charles Curti~ Xt:w· . l ex leu ............ . .... K. (ll'nsc 
..:-\.l'iZ IJOtl. ... ..•... . .......... Ht~Tl l!ig~ 
ln<ll:tn Tenitot·y... . . . . . . . . A. ,Jouo·. 
Oklahoma ................ c. ~- .Jacob~hl 
l 'tnh .. . ............ . ... A. E. :'ILllli"Y 
Jll trh:l of ColumlJ!n . . ..... P. J. Hoger 
llaving been as ·ign .d room<; by the chairman, the committee: immediately 
retired. After a brief ab-;ence the Committee on Credentia;s returned to the 
C •nvention hall and :uhmitted their report, only one contested . eat hcin6 
fuunci, which "a· in the ~1i · 0uri delegation. The 'onvcntion :tcccpted the 
rep11rl ofkred and empowcrt:cl the chairman of the .1is·uuri delegation toad· 
just tbc c,mtested se'lt. The following is a lisl of the delegates: 
12 
J. F. Eddleman, 
E. S. Ward, 
Mattie Sherie, 
D. D. Feldm::tn, 
B. F . Johnson, 
F. S. Bourdman, 
G. W. Bower, 
J. M. :.1urphy, 
C. R. Philips, 
V\'. J. Dunn , 
L. F. Johnson, 
J. E . Harbin , 
J ohn :.1oran, 
0. J· Way, 
J. C. Mullen, 
Miss Melton, 
Joseph Bache, 
J. W. McCuloch, 
J. D. ::Vlay, 
C . A. Wade, 
~. L. :\loy, 
J. ::\1. Cloud, 




W. B. Neighhors, Chairman. 
A. L. Barthel, J. \V. Gallion, 
W. W. Rush, 
A. C. McCauly, 
C. E. Shafer. 
ARKANSAS. 
George G. Jones Chairman, 
Eliza Starkey, 
J. II . Gillam, 
CALIFORNIA. 
Emma Darst, 
J. B. D.mdridge, 
N. Ealey, 
Virginia Starkey , 
E . G. Talhott, Chairman. 
Mrs. E. J. £I an;h, J . H. Hannahan, 
C. 0. J ackola, E. K. Rundal, 
M. J. Welsh. 
COLORADO. 
C. B. Goodrich, Chai rman. 
S. D . Bickford, l\I. , . Geske. 
CONNECTICUT. 
Lottie J. Honn, Chairman. 
John Flynn, Edith Carlton, 
J. D. McKelvy. 
DELAWARE. 
\V. E. Johnson Chairman, 
L. 11. Hubbard. 
FLORIDA. 
George C . Brown, Chairman. 
John Coakley, H. A. Boyle. 
GEORGIA. 
\V. P. She ridan, Chairman. 
Carrie Duval, Miss 1uldoon, 
R . G. Popham, Emma Dean , 
C . \ . F o ter, 1\L F. Naughton. 
\ nna :.IcDonough, Philip Decker. 
IDAUO. 
E. F. Allen, Chairman, 
R obert Ree e. 
ILLl::.lOI . 
J. J. :.1c:\1anaman, Cl1.1inn111. 
F. l\L Bell, \V. D. Krug, 
A. C. 0 Lamghlin, Allegu Frazier 
E. F. Hazelgreen, :\l is- L. L. Gaylor, 
Edith Frazier, D F. Lawley, 
D. F. Carper, J. Kittle, 
.A. A. Gaylor, F. . Ihy, 
R. M. Little, 
Mary Heaton, 
L. P. Leslie, 
Annie Miller, 
M. C. Coble, 
Etta Crider, 
C. 0. Janneyson, 
F. C. Popham, 
J. H. Cook, 
Rose \Voodward , 
N. C. Stott, 
J. Stalker, 
Sarah Ream. 
n. F. Parr, 
H . H. Ellis, 
Mr. Bache, 
J. W. Lamb, 
C. E. Chiney, 
A. B. Crowing, 
H. B. Snader, 
S . .'. McGeachy, 
M. F. 'tatten, 
Lee F. Bennett, 
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Effiie Reed, Rex Paddock, 
G. 0. Van Meter. 
INDIANA. 
A. A. Wilson, Chairman. 














J. L. Clemens, 
Agnes Rouke, 
W. H. Thomas, 
R. E. Campbell, Chairman. 
Wm. Wittwer, J. H. Smith, 
Thomas Thompson, 
W. J. Robb, 
KENTUCKY. 
Laura McCaw, 
R. J. Shrives, 
W. D. Chrisman, Chairman. 
Thomas Kingsmill, II. B. Austin, 
J. J. Wheelan, L. D. Martin, 
T. R. Hayward, A. C. Webb, 
Mr. Gardner, 
LOUIS ANA . 





J. J. Stapleton, 
M. J. Walsh, 
E. M. Moran, 
Mr. Little. 
IAii\E. 
A. M. Lewis, 
Rachel Curti , 
tephan Huff, 
. E. Jewel, 
uy Baker, 
E. II. Terwilliger, Chairman. 
C. L Titu , M. J. Grady, 
·. M. Black. 
MA CH .'ETT '. 
J. H. Hunter, Chairman, 
C .. I I. Ruddy, Edith Latham, Jame- ~lc onaghie, 
A.. 1\. Kingsbcrry, J. F. Belcher, J. L. f orman, 
lark Littell F. . King berry, W. D. Brode, 
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manda Hirrh '. E. Belcher, L. T. Harker, 
-:======================================================-! 
Tho~as Clark, 
R. A. Brown, 
W. A. Hill,-





E. E. Reed, 
Florence Keyte, 
Leelah Kinnick, 
G. S. Pohlman, 
Mollie Gardner, 
J. B. Cowsert, 
R. 0. Th01nas, 
J. P. Barnwell, · 
Lena Spence, 
F. \V. McNett 
. H. Rabuck, 
V m. Lucas 
E. S. Booth, 
L. M . Frink, 
J I. Jarrett, 
\V. E. ~ummy, 
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]. C. Fonk, 
MICHIGAN. 
E. L. vVagoner, 
T. C. Briggs, 
J. 0. Hardin, 
Chairman, 




D. C. Emmons, 
Gertrude Koopman, 
T. J. Smith, 
C. E. Woodman, 
Frank McNulty, Chairman, 
Elizabeth Wood, Barbara Long, 
Susie Kelly, A. H. Peterson, 
H. A. Enckson, 
MISSOURI. 
W. II. Johnson, Chairman, 
Orlando Price, Marie Chattfield, 
Francis Dean, Jessie Dean, 
I. C. Tollipson, J. J. Galbrath, 
W. G. Colbert, C. C. Kagay, 
Maggie Hinde, E. S. Miller, 
MISSISSIPPI. 
J. E. Taylor, Chairman, 
Chas. Harrington, 
A. E. Hayworth, 
MONTANA . 
. R. Davis, Chairman, 
NEBRASKA. 
Geoage Hess, 
J. 0. Rey, 
\Vm Venner, 
]. C. Ort, 
1\lax. Huffman, Chaimun, 
C. L. E. Bauser, T. F. Hannafin, 
JohnS. F x, \V. W. Fry, 
E S. Porter. 
NEVADA. 
II. V. Davis, Chairman, 
H. F. Davis, 
NEW I-L MPSHIRE. 
Dona Mciiargul, Chairman 
Dove McHargul, M. C. Faris, 
XEW JER EY. 
Joe Conroy, hairmao, 
B. F. Kiger, 
A. J. fcDowell, 
W. H. Leavengo cl, 
\ . . Weiter, 
G. E. Tucker, 
II. L. Thoma , 
L. F . Shurr, 
T. E. Lettinger, 
~. C. Lehman, 
Nor.1 Brooks, 
W inn ·e RitL:, 
P . S. Pankey, 
C. M. Roach, 




P. H. Hawkins, 
Sophia Peters:m, 
C . R. Spicer, 
J. V. Fowler, 
Jessie DeLawter, 
J. M. Corboy. 
R. L. Moore, 
Frank Jack on 
Mr. Addicott, 
H.A. mith . 
A. B. Kirk, 
J. C. McGee, 
H. A. Hayne 
J. . 1c~Iath, 
R. B. Ewing, 
C. E. Kantz, 
L. D. Keim, 
E. · .Ling, 
E . . M. yfert, 
I. E . tryckner, 
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NEW YORK. 
'vV. D. i\Jc Connell, Chain~1an, 
J. M. Sowers, F. P. Young, 
E. B. Brooks; A. E. Bradbury, 
N. C. Williams, Olive Cooper, 
Carrie Garde, Lillie McConnel!, 
Sinia Ramsey, Liliie C . Ruegg, 
George 1cCullock, J. I 1. Bowers, 
J. A. Dopp, M. F. Reynolds, 
l\1 . J. Rudy, :M. S. Wecina, 
Inez Minier, Sylvia Lee, 
Lottie Compton, Mattie Nickel, 
Alden Blake, W. E. Carclill, 
H. B. ~1il ler. 
NORTH DAKOTA. 
G. C. Glasse1, Chairman, 
Mnrtha AndeJson. 
"ORTH CAROLI A. 
J. V. Fowler, Chairman. 
C. M. Piercy W. . l\1cKett, 
W. H. Morey, P. J. Christenson, 
Hattie King, Abbie Brrrett, 
0. E. BusenlJtug. 
OHIO. 
J. F. Cogan. Chairman, 
Jennie Fttlton, 
phrasia Francis, 
Z. D. Bell, 
E C. Harraman, 
~Iary IIouriet , 
G C. John on, 
. \V. Brown, 
\ . A. ~Jc.' iggin, 
OREGON. 
A. E. Baker, Chairman. 






J. l\1. Obeneski, 
Fred Huber, 
has. E. Lebuhn. 
E. L. . 'hortridge, F. A . ."he der, 
J. E .• ·ugent, T. r.. l .-vid 'Jn, 
J. E . Kame , . B. 'hu ltz, 
II. R. BJ..rtholomew, L. .\. F'H er, 
J. R 'mith, Pwa I l u,.~h<?->, 
. J. IJ agen, .\1. II. Kmney, 




P. K. Betchel, 
C. S. Ling, 
A. L. Sh_eaks, 
N. Shilling, 
R. M. Barnhart, 
Miss Em.ma Bever, 
Miss Hopkins, 
A. H. Kreiling, 
Addie Clark, 
C. E. Kauffman, 
Mollie Heart, 
Miss Henry, 
A. C. Brown, 
Maggie Keirn, 
Ella Dri tcoll, 
Alice Keirn, 
Clara Tyler, 





C. H. Gordinier, 
B. F. Eikenberry, 
v-.;. II. Burn , 
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C. E. Baker, C. \V. Baker, 
L. Ragle, D. W. Smith, 
W. N. Clyde Lulu Martindale. 
A. C. Beeman. 
RHODE ISLAND. 
M. J. Lynch, Chairman. 
Mamie Daxon, Annie Daxon. 
SOUTH CAROLINA. 
A. N. Farmer, Chairman. 
C. M. Driver, W. H. Garland,. 
Miss Lillian Hilburn, Miss Annie Ayers, 
James McGreggor. 
SOUTH DAKOTA. 




Michael D. Casper, Chairman. 
Philip Duval, G. W. Killelea, 
0. B. Kattman, ·w. A. Keene, 
Mr. McCork, J. D. Lague, 
L. L. Lague. J. W. Pattee, 
TEXAS. 
H. A. Berry, Chairman, 
G. A. Custer, Florence Allen 
J. 0 McAlwane, C. E. Barker, 
\V. A. Brian, Lizzie Green, 
Jane Kelsey, C. E. Pattee, 
Myrtle Hill. 
VERMONT. 
J. C. Myer, Chairman. 
Nellie Porter, A. L. H. 1i11er, 
VIRGINL. 
J. P. Frantzen, Chairman, 
Alma Fermier, A. l\1. Herbert, 
D. E. Garber, W. D. Rodger , 
:\1ary Van Holt, '. B. McClelland, 
C. E . Ryan. 
WASHINGTON. 
A. B. Craig, Chairman. 
Blanche Lenert, Nellie u tin, 
V E T VIRGI I . 
P. H. Maroney Chairman. 
Inez H aton, J. A. Barnum, 
H. W. Yeach, 
E lla McDonald, 
J. H. Dunaw.1y, 
J. A. Sweaney, 
H. F . Sisk, 
L. M. Troup, 
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WISCONSIN. 
Fred E. White, Chairman, 
C. G . Stnagel, G. J. Schottler, 
Ida Pitcher, H. L. Spink, 
C. E. Spicer, Abbie Rodman, 
A. M. Styer, 
WYOMING. 




Alaska . .. . . . ... . .. Gharles Curtis Arizona. . . . . . . . . . . Ben Riggs 
Indian Territory .... . .. c;: . A . Jones Oklahoma ....... C. C. Jacobson 
ew Mexico ...... . . . ... K . Spurse Utah ........... . A . E. Manly 
District of Columb!a .. P . J . Rogers. 
The Committe on Permanent Organization then submitted a partial report, 
having chosen J. J McManiman permanent chairman, which was unanimou ly 
ratified by the Convention. 
On motion the Convention adjourned to meet on the following Saturday. 
SECOND SESSION. 
College Chapel, 7uly 23, I 892. 
The Convention was called to order at the usual hour by Manager ~fy­
ers. After devoting a few minutes to the general instruction of the sections, 
he called for the Temporary Chairman, ~Jr. 1cNulty. Minutes of previou 
meetings were read and adopted. This concluded the temp rary organiza-
tion. Mr. :\lc1 ulty warmly thanked the convention for the courtesie ex-
tended him and called for the permanent Chairman, J. J. M..:~1animan. she 
was escorted to the rostrum in ten e enthusiasm prevailed. H e ' a receive , I 
with unaffected warmth. For several minutes handkerchief and b.1nner· 
were kept waving and merry ripple of applause continued. It wa. evident 
that every one was delighted. Quiet having at length been restored, ~1r. 
~Ic~lanaman addre·sed the convention as foll ows : 
'PEECH OF JO IL T ;\fc;\1 • r.\:\1 L . 
L.\on:. A.·o GE. ' TLE\1~:. OF THE o~V.E 'TJ • :-B..!fon: you la:t a l-
journed you honor d me by calling me to preside over this Convention. 
Humbly do I accept your invitation, yet not without being con·cious of fet:-. 
blenes and rhe magnitude of the duty impo·ed. Frail i · man alone. Lit-
tle can he accompli h without the upport of othc ·, thcr •fore in all tint 
tends to make thi convention the brighte t page in the political hi t 1 ; cJf 
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r892 , [ hope to have your sincere co-operation. 
may fall I hope you will be kind enough 
ness and not my intent. 
Any error into which I 
to attribute to my weak-
I believe that you will agree with me, that the condition of our country 
demands the existence of a new political party, a party with principles broad 
enough for every voter and pure enough for every citizen. 
'vVe cannot expect to star, a p:trty that will live forever, fo r p:trties, like 
individuals, have their birth, youth and vigor, then crumbling age: but the 
spirit that gave rise to these parties will live forever, and what we can do is 
to wrest from the hand of deceit and decay the principle that brought a ll great 
political parties into existence. Let u<;, if you please, look at the parties that 
appeal to us for ou r support. We find they came into existence with a prin-
ciple as enduring as the mountain adamant, as hol1est as the sun, as pure 
as the angel. The first party that meets our inves tigation is the Democratic. 
She was born when the echo of the cannon had nut yet died away, that pro-
claimed that God given principle "that all men were created free and equal." 
The Democratic party, led by Thomas J effe rson and Patrick H enry, guard-
ed zealously, and bitterly opposed every principle that tended to a concen-
tration of power, or tended to les on the individ ual liberty of man. She did 
it nobly. Let u9 thank her for what she has clone. She did it when these 
heroes were breathing into her the spirit of eternal truth. But these heroes 
are gone, luxury drove th e spirit out, and today she is a miserable skeleton 
knocking at the backdoors of capitols for p litical flesh p ts. 
The Repullican party was born to fulfill the eternal principles proclaimed 
by the first, "that all men were created equal," led by that venePtble hero 
we arc proud to style the "American Moses" though not like the oriental 
leader who lead a race acro::.s a quiet sea, our leader led a race across a tur _ 
hulent ea of human blood. While this hero wa guiding the Republican 
party she was pure enough for every citizen and honest enough for every 
voter but like her predece sor the leader pa sed away, ami para ites assumed 
the roll of patriot only to feed on the breast of a vigorous and healthy peo-
ple. Think not becau e you cannot ee your life and vigor departing 
that it i le ·true; imagine not because you cannot feel the sting that you are 
beyond th e danger for mortal chilline s tar! at the extremitie , and believe 
me, nothing but time i wanting to turn our healthful nat1on into a home 
for landlord and monetary mounty-bank . Yes laclie and gentlemen, 
from the departure of that \'enerable leader mark the decline of a once 
gloriou p:ll'ty, until today she is the embo,liment of all that i deceit and 
decepti n, oliciting support by appealing to the base t instinct of man. 
The ther parties are not sufficiently pure to meet our approbatiOn, n r 
ufficiently trong to ju ·tify our alliance for their purification. The Prohibi· 
· ti on party i hopele ly weak, and the Farmer' Alliance m t heavily loaded 
with political demagogue· wh u e the innoeen farmer to vent hi poi on 
wrath n ome p litical adversary. [ pplau :! l 
, o y u will agret: with me that the partie that infe t the political arena 
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of our country are unworthy of our support and suffrage. Then ladi es and 
gentlemen, let the National Normal party light anew the torch of Nation-
al purity, [Applause.] aud fulfill the no_w recoginized principle embodied in 
these organic laws as laid down by the Fathers that all men were created 
equal [Applause .] and grant to women an equal voice in the making of the 
law under which she must live. [Applause .. ] Yes, let the spirit that 
made the. name of Jefferson immort.al , and engraved on the heart of a race the 
name of Lincoln guide us, and the November sun will kiss the National 
Normal Flag as it waves from the dome at Washington. [Applause.] 
At the conclusion of the address H . A. Miller was selected as secretary 
and E. L . Loomis ass istant secretary. 
The committee on Platform retired to resume their work . Committee on 
Pe rmanent Organization completed their report which was heard and ac-
cepted. 
Nominations for Vice Chairman having been declared in order, W. T. Wil-
son and R. L. Moore were put in nomination, each of whom received scores 
of seconds from various state delegations, Upon motion the nominations 
were declared closed and the house proceeded to ballot, resulting in a ma-
jority of 185 in favor of Mr. Wilson. On m tion of Mr. Mo:Jre the election 
was made unanimous. 
Messrs. J. F. Eddleman, H . A. Berry, E. L. Waggoner, A. B. Craig, W. 
E . Johnson and R. L. Moore were chosen as sergeants-at-arms. 
The committee on Rules and Regulations having completed their labors 
offered a report, which was taken up by sections and discussed at some 
length. Several substitutions and amendments were offered, and the report 
now stands approved as follows: 
RULES AND REGULATIONS. 
Rt:LE 1. In all questions of order Roberts rules of order shall be taken 
as authority where•they apply, except in those cases where they conniet with 
the following special rules , which shall be considered paramount. 
RULE 2. All nominating speeches shall be made before any seconding 
speeches. All nominating speeche shall be limited to ix minutes and all 
seconding speeches to four minure . 
R ULE 3· The names of the states hall be called in alphabetical order 
and if any delegates of that state wi hes to make a nominating speech, he 
must do it at the time the state is called, but any state or territory may waive 
its wrights of making it nominating speeches in any other state or territory. 
RuLE 4 · The roll of states shall al o be called for the seconding sp eche . 
No state or territory shall be allowed more than one seconding ·peech. 
R LE. 5· When voting each memher f the delegation shall hancl hi 
vote to the chairman of the delegation and aid chairman shall give a verbal 
report to the secretary of the Convention. In case the vote rep rted be 
challenged the roll of the state shall be called and each delegate announce 
his vote to the ·ecretary of the nventio:~. 
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RULE 6. The speeches in debate be limited to three minutes and no del-
egate speak more than once on the same question, though the mover of a 
resolution may be allowed the closing speech. 
RULE 7- The managers of the delegation have the power to fill their 
delegations unless provided for by the delegation as a body. 
RULE 8. Any state may change its vote after the roll-call has been com-
pleted and before the result has been announced. 
RULE 9· No state shall be permitted to adopt the unit system unless by 
the assent of every delegate from that state. 
On Motion the Convention adjourned. 
THIRD SESSION. 
The convention was called to order at the usual time. T- J. McMana-
man presiding. :Minutes of previous meeting were read and approved. The 
Committee on Platform then submitted their raport. Moved aud carried 
that the Platform should be considered by sectiuns and that if no objection 
be made to a section it should stand approved. After being discussed at 
some length, section I was adopted as read. (See Platform.) The intro-
duction of the second plank (See Platform.) brought out a warm aud 
spirited debate. W. H. Johnson, Chairman of the Mis ouridelegation, arose 
and said: 
r.lr. Chairman, - I desire to offer a substitute to the plank just offered and 
make a few remarks thereon. It is this : 
T!tat 'We condemn tlu demonetization of silver i1t I873 in the strongest 
terms as injurious to laborer, mecltanic and agriculturalist, and fav or restor-
ing to an equal basis with gold, the position it had f1'om the founding of 
tl1i• government until I873· 
Ladies and Gentlemen ,-All over this land arises the demand for free coin-
age of silver, and all eyes are turned toward this convention to learn what 
dispo ition we make of thi vital question. We know the land taken by the 
the tw old parties a few days since, at Minneapolis and Chicago, a plank 
that said nothing and meant less. . "hall we go before the merican peop e 
with such an uncertain ound. We are told to rai e silver with an equal val-
ue with gold. I defy any man upon this floor, after informing him elf con -
c~rning the history of silver, to deny the tatement that until 1873 silver 
was at par with gold. The value of the silver dollar from Oregon to Flor-
iJa, from Maine to Texas i not one hairs breadth below the pr udest g ld 
dollar that wa ever gambled for in a \Vall street den. 
The Jewish plutocracy of London bought that nefarious act of I 73 through 
our halls of congre s, and in so doing robbed millions of our citizen of their 
hard earnings and hone t inve tments. 
The que tion for us to decide i whether we will acquie.:;ce in the robbery by 
remaining silent or will be contend for principle, for justice, and for right. 
The \Ve tern state to day are not asking fore pecial faYo ,but they will 
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give their hearty support to any party that will put down the unjust favorite-
ism shown to the "Gold Kings of the Ea~t. 
V\'e are organized for the purpose of protecting the weak ; nor is our mo-
tives so selfish as to think only of the present. 'vVe stand as the friends and 
guardians of posterity. To sever the shackles of a band of monometallic 
vampires is our privilege and our duty. 
Then restore to mechanic, miner, laborer and agric.nlturalist what ha!\ been 
unjustly taken from him, and make the way possible for posterity to attain 
a happier and more prosperous condition by giving your earnest support to 
this measure." 
W. B. Maroney, of W. Virginia arose and said : "This silver plank is 
certainly a unique contrivance. It reminds me of a picture I once saw of the 
'itching palm,' which represented a counsellor with one hand extended to 
accept his fee and the other behind to receive a bribe. (Laughter.) This 
plank, like the picture. openly. bids for the support of the silver men while 
covertly there can be traced a desire to conciliate the gold bugs. I say we 
do not want a 'straddle.' If this National Normal party is going to be for 
the people as a party of principle, it must declare its principles openly and 
not covertly. I am in favor of the substitution offered by the gentleman 
from Missouri because I think it the only just and equitable substitution 
that can be offered.'' 
Joe Conroy, chairman of New Jersey delegation, then Sl?oke as follows in 
favor of the substitution : 
Mr. Chairman: I am in favor of the substitution as presented by the 
gentleman (Mr. Johnson) of Missouri. There will be others who will deb.1te 
the plank on its issue. I wish to present an important phase, that doubtle 
will be overlooked. 'When a party goes before the people no subordination; 
no dependence of principlec; is desired. Clear-cut issues, unity in ex pre 
!On is what wins. The National Normal party "sit'> on the fence for n 
man." Nor is this expected or demanded of an honest and legitimate 
following. As a reform party. it r-:hould stand firm in its declaration, dis-
favor class legislation, and be able to hl.lrl its truths to the utmo t district of 
this great country, unscared. 
I claim, that aside from the issue, the plank as presented by the committee 
is unstable in its structure'; weak in its defense; powerless before our con-
stituency. Retrace if you please, the history of our great political parties 
and you will find, lr. Chairman, that where the party failed to utter its 
true sentiments, and professed I rinciples, an ignomin u defeat f llowed. 
The once great Democratic party in its platform of 1876, enunciated its 
doctrine in unmistakable language, you remember, we all know, the close-
ne s of the election. 
The two old parties in their platforms of this year, come ottt strong in f:l- v 
vor of their re;;pective "pet theories.·' 
Let us then, fellow delegates, representatives of the ormal party, create 
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a platform, that we can throw into the very teeth of our antagonists, know-
ing they can not accuse us of cowardice, or lack of a manly, courageous, and 
patriotic spirit. 
The present substitution takes a bold stand. In emphatic words, it announ-
ces its sentiments. The original plank takes one view, on equal terms with 
one in opposition, and at the same time kicks the oppositiOn out, after he 
has served his purpose. Is that Reform ? Is that an honest way to have 
honest money ? 
The substitution tells the reader in plain language its import. There 
can be no failure. Follow this substitution, Ladies and Gentlemen, and the 
issue will not be so difficult to present and next November the Normal party 
will march, with exultant shouts on to victory. (Applause.) 
H. Ruring, chairman of the Iowa delegation briefly addressed the conven-
tion. He said : "We want to do what is right. On the fence? Well 
I will admit that if we all get on a rail fence, something will likely give way. 
(Laughter.) But we are not on the fence, neither standing or sitting. We 
are setting forth principles which we believe to be right ; which we believe 
the people will believe to be right and will support. 
We must legislate for the benefit of all. The demonetization of silver in 
1873 was unjust, but removing all restrictions at the present time would be 
unwise and even dangerous. They tell us that the creditor class was favor-
ed at that time. What if it was? Do two wrongs make a right? After 
nearly twenty years we are asked to commit another wrong, this time on the 
creditors· We are asked to pay a dollars worth of debt with seventy cents ; 
we are asked to legi~late against capitalists, to unsettle the money market. 
and to flood our markets with foreign silver. In short, take all the risks of 
a paaic with little or no prospects of a permanent benefit to the country at 
large. 
Consider the wants of the peop:e. Do not oppress a minority simply be-
cause you have the power. The olution for the silver question- the only 
solution- is international legislation. We cannot do alone and do well what 
it requires the civilized world to do successfully. But we can and should do 
our part, and do it faithfully - and that is, legislate for the benefit nf all, 
capitalist as well as laborer, regardless of wliat may have occured centuries, 
or even a quarter of a century ago. ' 
Show the people that our party is doing right, or at least trying to do right; 
considering fairly and honestly all que tions of finance and state; commercial 
as well as agricultural interests, and the result need not be feared. The toil-
ers of the land appreciate honesty, will rally to our support and crown our 
efforts with victory in November next. 
A. E. Baker arose and aid: The financial question of a nation is the unsta-
ble equilibrium upon which hangs her public credit. Our past history has 
shown us how slight a digre siou from a solid basis has turned the balance 
and turned us into adver ity. Is this convention not atisfied with the costly 
experience of the past, or hall we go forth in the coming campaign with a 
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declaration to pledge our prosperity for the identical evil that 1873 came so 
near blocking our avenues of commerce. 
Can the National Normal Party hope for victory when she takes the field 
with her shrewd opponents to solicit the votes of the American people if she 
proposes to sacrifice the interests of our broad East, our fruitful North, and 
sunny South to gratify the grasping hands of a few western men who hold 
the keys to the store-house of silver? 
Our committee has presented to this convention a plank upon which rec;ts 
a solid and honest dollar that ha<> not been shaken by the bombardment of 
western monopolies since we so gladly welcomed it to our midst, when it 
came from the hands of its temporary enemies in 1875. 
This plank that our worthy committee has proposed for adoption, provides 
that out of e_very dollar of silver coined twenty-three cents is to be paid into 
the treasury of the United States. The plank that the gentleman from Mis 
souri proposed to substitute for it is an absolute free silver plank dressed in 
disguise and proposes to put the twenty-three cents into the pockets of the 
western silver kings. 
The history of money throughout the world has been that a poorer stand-
ard has always crowded out the better. Adopt this free-silver plank and 
throw the silver of the world upon our markets and our long coveted gold 
will be forced to the wall. 
Let this convP.ntion adopt this free-silver substitute, and when our party 
meets with victory at the November election, when the members nf this con· 
vention become members of the Fifty-third Congress and assemble to con-
vert the principles of our platform into laws of our country, then we will 
regret the work of this glorious convention when we are compellecl to stand 
helpless and watch the evil result of our free-silver law as it works de truction 
tu commerce, as it reduces silver below par, and crowds our gold out of ex-
istence. Adopt the gentleman's substitute and within six months after it 
becomes a law there will not be a single gold dollar spark ling on the coun-
ters of American commerce. 
Foreign nations have long since realized the uncertainty of silver and now 
as they proudly stanq upon a gold basis, they are patiently waiting for the 
day when America shall fall into the fatal silver pit, so they may relieve 
themselves of their useless metal 
I am sure there is not a member of this convention who has not the inter-
ests of his constituency at heart, let us not then cast our influence for the few, 
but stand by the dollar that for half a century has pro pered our m:tnufac-
turers, protected our labnr, an<l made glad the heart of the farmer. 
As long as an honest doli:J.r continues to ring let us hope f r no better. 
H. B. filler favored the resolution and said :-Free- ilver may be a very 
good thing, but it is an established fact, with the enormous am unt of ilver on 
hand in this country, and others, that any free coinage act that d e not 
make either by legi Ia•ure or national agret>ment, the intrinsic as well a the 
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exchangeable value of a silver dollar equal to that of a gold dollar, is ruinous. 
Now, as it is evident even to the casual observer that that is the sentiment of 
this house, I will not impose upon your time. 
E. A. Manly favoring the free-coinage of silver said:-I rise to address 
you in behalf of the toiling masses of this nation, and especially the hardy 
miners of the West, whom I have the honor to represent in this convention. 
For 4,000 years prior to 1873 we had the free and unlim1ted coinage of silver, 
they being at a par in the markets of the world. In 1873 silver was demon-
etized and depreciated in value thns compelling the millions of silver pro-
ducers of this nation to furnish for seventy cents silver bullion that would 
coin one dollar of "honest money," while for each dollar of debt that he 
owed he was forced to pay $1.43. Senator Morrill tells us that since that in-
famous bill was passed the government has made $w8,ooo.ooo. From 
whence did this money come, I ask ? The pale and haggard faces of women 
and children answer, not from the plutocracy of Wall street but from the 
millions of honest toilers of this nation. 
My friends, if you could visit the mining regions of the West, as I have 
you would feel the dint of pity, yea, perhaps be moved to tears, as you lis-
ten to their sad story and gaze on those men who, for a quarter of a century 
have trod the desert and scaled the ruggid mountain slopes, growing gray 
and feeble in search of that wealth that never came. 
Often have I sat in the humble cabin of the miner and listened to his sad 
story : how the tears trickled down his manly cheek as he told of a loving 
wife and children that had been waiting, but would perhaps never greet his 
return; how twenty long years ago his hopes were blasted by a law that de-
preciated the value of his product and left his ore of two low a grade to 
yield him profit; how for nearly a quarter of a century he has t~iled on in 
hopes that the government would right the wrong once perpetrated, but alas 
each new year found his fond hopes shattered, because the Wall Street oc-
topus refused to rend the cloud of despondency, and permit one glimmer of 
encouragement to lighten the heart of his unfortunate brother. 
If you could visit those gulches and see those men who, torn from the 
bosom of their families, dive deep into the bowels of the earth working 
nights and Sundays in order to eke out an existence, yet never forgetting to 
educate their children to honor and love that country that has taken from 
them $1o8,ooo,ooo of their hard earned money Those men who delve 
deep into the bo om of mother·earth and poured forth her treasures into the 
coffers of the nation, furnishing it money to pay its national debt, simply ask 
that they be given justice-that sliver be restored to the position it occupied 
from the beginning of time to 1873. But the honorable gentleman from 
Illinois tells us that our country will be flo;ded with silver from Europe if 
we adopt the double standard. My friends how logical that argument will 
seem when we realize that silver bullion is worth 1.37 an ounce in Europe 
and but $1.29 here. What logic! Force the people to submit to a wrong 
I 
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until the perpetrators have changed conditions so that they may bleed the 
poor legally and then say "conditions have changed" because we refuse to 
allow them to keep bleeding us!- "Honest Abe'' said the best way to get a 
vicious law repealed was to enforce it; that you have been doing for nearly 
twenty years against the will of the majority and now we want it repealed. 
But a few days ago our United States Senate said: "We have bled you 
long enough" and passed a free-coinage bill, thus repudiating its action in 
I87J· 
In behalf of the bone and sinew of this nation, in behalf 0f the millions of 
silver producers of the West, in behalf of the 9,ooo,ooo mortgaged homes in 
this country I ask you to vote for this amendment. 
R. E. Campbell, Chairman of the Kansas delegation replied a;; follows:-
MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF CONVENTION: As I gaze over this con-
vention I fail to see the pale and haggard faces to which the gentleman re-
fers. I see before me the representatives of every state and territory in this 
Union, East l1S well as West, North as well as South. I sec fa:;es indicating 
an era of prosperity if they may be taken as representatives of their consti-
tuents. I see before me those who understand that the present system takes 
care of all the silver mined in the United States; those who deny that it is 
right to pass such a law as will ma'ke it possible for a dishonest man to pay an 
honest debt contracted on a gold basis, with silver dollars worth sixty seven 
cents apiece. The plank as read does not prohibit the revision of the pres-
ent silver law. It only provides that it be done through an international 
understanding and not in such a manner as will put us on a silver basis as 
against gold in other countries and thus jeopardize our f reign commerce. 
I see before me the faces of people who believe in an honest dollar, in an 
honest country . I am in favor of the adoption of the plank as read. [ Ap-
plause.] 
At the close of the discussion the substitution was voted upon and lost. 
Plank two adopted as read. 
On motion the Convention adjourned. 
FOURTH SESSION. 
College Cllapel, July 16, I 92. 
Promptly at the usual time Chairman Me Manaman rapped for rder and 
and called for the business of the Convention. After a few preliminary ar-
rangements the work of adopting a platform was re umed. Below is ap-
pended the platform as substituted, amended and approved: 
PLATFORM. 
PREA. IBLE. 
In view of the corrupting influence of the old p litical partie ; and the im-
moral influence of the coming generation· and recognizing the universal 
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demand for a party more near the hearts of the American people, one which 
stands uncompromising by for purity and justice; we, the delegates of the 
National Normal party in convention assembled, do hererby declare our 
principles. 
SECTION I. 
While we believe that in the adjustment of the tariff, the interests of Amer-
ican labor and manufacturing should be carefully considered, we also be-
lieve that it should be so adjusted as to discriminate against no industry o.r to 
confer no speciai favor upon any section or class. 
SECTION II. 
\Ve favor the use of both gold and silver as the standard 'money. of the 
United States. But we are opposed to the free-coinage of silver until such 
time as the silver and gold dollar either by legislation or international agree-
ment, are made of equal intrinsic and exchangeable values. 
SECTION III. 
Nothing can be more characteristic of a free and honest government than 
the aiding of those who are so useful to it when fate threatens its dismember-
ment and ultimate ruin. Therefore, we favor liberal pensions to be care-
fully and honestly distributed to all honorably discharged Union soldiers 
_or sailors who are suffering from any wound or disease contracted while in 
the service of the government or to their widows and those dependant upon 
them. We insist that~ all soldiers in destitute circumstances, disabled or 
otherwise, shall be cared for by the government. 
SECTION IV. 
Believing the foundation of every just government lies in the correct rep-
resentation of the masses, l.ve denounce the corrupting influence of the old 
parties used to intimidate federal office holders. We hold that every loyal 
citizen of the United States irrespective of race or color shall be allowed to 
cast one free and unrestricted ballot in all public elections. 
I nowing by the result of past elections that our present system of the 
electorial colleges is defective and serves to defeat rather than express the 
will of the people, we urgently request that the President and United States 
Senators be elected by popular vote. 
SECTION V. 
We pledge ourselves to support any rational and lawful legislation for the 
promotion of morals and declare ourselves unalterably opposed to that great-
est curse of the American people, the Liquor Traffic. 
SECTION VJ. 
Believing that Congress should ever be mindful of the welfare and digni-
ty of the nation, we favor liberal appropriations foF coast defences, the navy 
and internal improvements. 
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SECTION VII. 
America, being the land of the free and the refuge of the oppressed, we 
compliment the patriots of Ireland in their struggle for home mle and de -
nounce the course taken against the Jews by the Czar of Russia. 
SECTION VI I I. 
vVe declare our opposition to all combinations of capital organized to con -
trol arbitrarily the condition of trade among our citizens. Furthermore, we 
view with disfavor the policy of granting or selling to one man or combi-
tion of men large tracts of land. We recommend that congress enact 
such laws as w.ill prohibit the ownership of land by non-resident aliens 
after a period of ten years. 
SECTION IX. 
We recognize the importance of the construction of the Nicarauga canal 
as a measure for the promotion of commerce between the states and insist on 
its protection against foreign control as a step necessary towards the comple-
tion of our national defence. 
SECTION X. 
We do heartily uphold and appreciate all the laws enacted concerning for 
eign immigration whereby they prohibit, with just cause, certain aliens 
deemed unfit to become true American citizens. But we demand that such 
laws shall be enforced to their utmost limit. 
SECTIO XI. 
We believe that the right of suffrage rests on no mere circumstance of race, 
color, sex or nationality and that where, from any cause it has been withheld 
from citizens who are of a suitable age and mentally and morally qualified 
for the exercise of an intelligent ballot, it should be granted by congress. And 
we favor such an amendment to the constitution as will bring about such a 
result and make the ability to read and write the English language a qualifi-
cation for voting and office holding after the year Igoo A. 
SEC TION XI I. 
Believing the employment of secret detection agencies by corporations to 
coerce laborers to submit to a deduction of wages, to be contrary to the spir-
it of the constitution, we denounce the action of the Homestead (Pa.) Mill 
owners as being unpatriotic and unamerican . 
. ECTI0::-1 XI II. 
We recognize the importance of an inter -national expo ition of the pro-
ducts of all lands and countries and shall do all in our power t encourage 
the Worlds Columbian Exposition. 
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NOMINATING SPEECHES. 
SPEECH OF DANIEL D . FELDYIAN, 
NOMINATING MISS CARRIE MILLS, OF MICHIGAN. 
MR. CHAIRMAN, FELLOW DELEGATES, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:-
Seldom in the history of nations have the people been confronted with a 
question of m<Jre vital importance and one that demands more sound judge-
ment on their part, than the question before this convention to-day. Que<>-
tions such as never confronted a party before and upon which the very life 
and perpetuity of our nation depend, present themselves for our careful con-
sideration. Therefore, may coolness and deliberation attend your actions ; 
may not your minds be swayed by the poetic flight of impassioned orators, 
but inspired hy the love of truth; may the calm light of reason be a beacon 
to guide you from the unsafe moorings of bias and prtjudice. 
We have assembled here as representatives of a party that has a great fu· 
ture,-one that shall stand the storm of ages. We have seen the Republican 
Party, contaminated by vice. and corruption, sink into a Rip Van Winkle 
slumber and the moss of ages has grown thick all over her. We have seen 
the Democratic Party with its free trade principles and ratlroad monopolies 
prove itself unworthy of holding the reins of government, and it is now con-
sidered a back number fossilized relic of antiquity. And thus the question 
before this convention to rlay is, what can we do that will be to the best in-
terests of this Grand Old National Normal Party? Or, in other words, 
who shall we choose as our standard bearer that can lead this Grand Party 
on to success? Who, I repeat, in this convention assembled from every sec-
tion of the Union, is the best living embodiment of our principles? 
As our Nation approaches nearer and nearer the dimax of the great des-
tiny awaiting her in the infinite future, and as these great questions which 
have for ages been agitating the minds of theAm erican peo ple become m )re and 
more serious, the demand for a chief m1gis trate with heart ani brains becomes 
more and more urgent upon her. Great causes threaten the very vitals of our 
Nation . In the language of a noted orator, '·W ~ have an enemy in our midst 
that is greater than the combined world can send against us; an enemy that 
robs home of its sunshine, the church of its purity, the pulpit of it;; virtue, 
the judge of his justice." Conspicuous upon the face of our Republic are riots, 
strikes and anarchy, all of which are symptoms of national disea e. \Ve 
know, ladies and gentlemen, that while every ignorant vagabond has been 
allowed to vote, woman, God's noblest and purest handiwork, has been un-
der the ban of the law. We know that the poor of our land are toiling un-
der the burdens impo ed by a system of alleged protection that makes mill-
ionaire manufacturers and pauper laborers. 
But it is the mission of our party to change all thi ; and in order to 
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achieve this desired end it must have an unflinching leader. For such a one 
we, the people of Arkansas, have been searching. Since our election as 
delegates to this convention we have been standing upon the highest peak of 
the Ozarks antl with an impartial eye we have surveyed our nation from 
boundary to boundary. We have searched along the golden shores of the 
Pacific in the West and the roaring billows of the Atlantic in the East. We 
have searched the snow-clad regions of the Rockies and among the orange 
blossoms of the Sunny South. At last, among the beautiful forests of the 
North, in that land of the peach and the vine, we have found our candidate. 
Ladies and gentlemen, it is with pleasure that I place before this conven-
tion the name of a person whose integrity and ability can not be impeached '; 
one in whose heart is found a spot for the humblest person; one who is an 
enemy to the oppressors but a friend to the oppressed ; one who knows no 
clique, faction, sect, or creed, but who worships at the shrine of universal 
equality, justice and liberty; one upon whose motto is inscribed, "All are 
created free and equal. " This character, the Nation's pride and Michi-
gan's most noble daughter, is Miss Carrie Mills. (Long Applause.) 
I do not nominate her as the choice of Arkansas and Michigan alone, but 
I place her before this convention as the one whose praises are upon the lips 
of every loyal member of our party. Vote for her and you will vote for the 
people's choice. Vote for her and when the political clouds that are now 
brewing have cleared away and the lines of party demarkation have been 
forgotten, we can look back upon the work of this convention and say, Well 
done, good and faithful representatives of this Republic. 
And now, gentlemen of this convention, to you <::specially would [ appeal 
in behalf of our candidate, if you admire a pure womanly character; if you 
admire a lady who has a large supply of that ever wished for but seldom 
present substance, common sense ; if you admire a lady who has a mathe 
matical knowledge sufficient to solve any problem that may perplex the 
minds of our greatest statesmen; if you admire a lady whose love for 
country and suffering humanity are her master passions; you may mani · 
fest it here to-day by giving a unan!mous vote in favor of Michigan's fa-
mous daughter. 
Nominate her and I am confident of her election ; and next November 
every state in the Union will join hands with Arkansas in one universal 
shout, until the starry heavens shall re-echo the chorus, Miss Carrie Mills, 
President of the United States. (Applause.) 
SPEECH OF H. RUlU!. TG, 
NOMINATING P. F. MC ULTY, OF UN 'ESOTA . 
~lR. CHAIRMAN, FELLOW DELEGATES:-Th1s is an age of stern and prac-
tical utility. The time for day dreaming and castle building ha long been 
relegated to the past. :\len are moved by ideas and principle things real 
' 
I 
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and tangible, pertaining directly or indirectly to their welfare or happiness. 
National prosperity precedes personal aggrandizements; firm and unyielding 
convictions, unswerving integrity, character unimpeached and honor without 
blemish are the necessary qualifications of office seekers and office holders. 
We, the representatives of the National Normal party, a party f0unded 
upon the principles of equality and right, whose platform is broad and sub-
stantial enough for the thinking and toiling masses; whose laws and legisla-
tive acts invite the inspection and consideration of a free, intelligent people 
cannot afford to blunder, to falter or hesitate. \Ve are encouraged by a 
glorious past which has illuminated every page of our national history dur-
ing the brief existence of our party. A past of which we are justly proud, 
which the nation admires and the world honors. The future with all its 
brilliant hopes and flattering promises lies before us. The sun of our pros-
perity has not yet careered to its place in the heavens; the war clouds have 
passed away to be seen no more: tocsin and the bugle no longer sound; the 
campfires no longer glisten on the hilltops; sectional feelings and jealousies 
are but as the dim vistas of times that are no more. The mistakes of the past 
are buried in oblivion; the present with its responsibilities is upon us; the fu-
ture with its intricate network of difficult problems lies before us. 
The old parties have thrown down the gauntlet. [Applause.] Our issues have 
also been defined and it but remains for us to choose a leader for our hosts. 
A leader in whom it is absolutely necessary that we have implicit faith in 
order that we may inspire trust and confidence in a people often deceived 
and mislead by wily politicians and scheming political demagogues ; a leader 
who has triumphantly borne the brunt of battle and not one who with con-
temptuous smile and disdainful eye has looked unmoved upon the scene of 
conflict; a leader who:e voice has ever been heard in behalf or equity and 
justice, whose record established by dint of perseverance and toil will add 
honor to a nation's roll and phalanx after phalanx to our cause; a leader 
who ·e public career stands forth as a monument imperishable; a statesman 
not a politician; a public ervant not an office seeker asking votes for his own 
election. 
The eyes of a nation are upon us and it is dangerous to experiment or err. 
\Ve cannot hirk duty nor lessen respon ibility, we rnu t take a choice and 
upon this choice depends as urance or dismay, hinges defeat or victory. 
Far beyond the lleghanie in one of the most beautiful and fertile val-
ley in the world where fields of waving grain rise in golden billows over 
undulation after undulation, where the placid bosoms of grove encircled 
lakes are ki eel by the mellowed beams of a silvered moon, where the tall 
pines rear their heads maje tically toward the ummer ky, lies a state not 
a yet made famou as the i\1other of Pre ·idents, but famou a the mother 
of the Father of Waters a · the mother of honest toilers and faithful publ1c 
men. Iinne ta, the Gem of the 'orth . ( pplau e J 
Toward thi tate all eye are turned . From this tate flow co untl e 
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streams of life for starving humanity. From this also hails a man, whose 
name but ne.eds to be mentioned, to meet with almost universal approval. 
A man who stands and is willing to stand upon his own merits and not upon 
the pretentions and assertions of scheming politicians; whose attitude upon 
all the great questions are too well known to need comment; whose public 
life has been above reproach; whose untiring efforts have ever been in behalf 
of his country and our party's cause, in the behalf of (ruth and right,of jus-
tice and equality. A man whom a nation is not slow to honor, whom Iowa 
is proud to nominate for our next president-P. F. McNulty. [Applause.] 
Choose him for your standard bearer and you will have chosen a man 
whose nomination the toilers of the land will hail with approval and delight; 
whose wisdom and foresight will steer you clear of the shoals and treacher-
ous quick sands of political strife; whose honesty will be a barrier to cor-
ruption and fraud; whose integrity cannot be q uestionecl; whose coolness and 
calmness of judgement forbids hasty legislation and all the evils necessarily 
arising therefrom. 
Already are the well organized but effete ranks of the old parties in the 
field. We must have a leader who will be able to hurl back in confusion 
and dismay the hordes of corruption and fraud. Corporations and monop-
olies must no longer be pe-rmitted to sway the scepter. Their forces are ar-
rayed against our party and will oppose our candidate whosoever he m•ty be, 
with Minnesota's favorite son for a leader triumph is secure. With this selec· 
tion a new era of prosperity will dawn upon us; our languishing industries will 
be revived; the corpse of our commerce will Le infused with a new life and our 
flag be again unfurled on foreign seas; the mortgages of our western farmers 
become valuable but as relics of the past, elasticity added to the toilers step, 
color to his cheek and joy to his hearth and home; class legislation will be-
come a thing of the past: the cries of poverty and want that are issuing from 
so many despairing hearts and sorrowing homes will gradually die away in 
the dim distance and the golden rays of hope and joy, p~ace and prosperity 
again flood the land with their mell~w light, gladdening the hearts of all. 
Give us for a leader a laborer from among us. One who has toiled 
in our midst and justly deserves the highe t honor . There are many aspir-
ants for high positions but what has been their political career? flan 
they any ro invite inspection? If so, has it not become fossilized and stag-
nant? Consider well before you choose, for upon your choice depends a par-
ty's cause, a people's welfare and a nation 's prosperity. Be thoughtful and 
considerate and you can scar.:ely fail to choose correctly whoever he may be. 
Choose correctly and triumph is secure, and rnethink I already hear the 
glad refrain of victory swelling forth in one mighty volume from every vil-
lage and hamlet, from every cottage and farm house throughout the length 
and breadth of our beloved land. Be true to yourself and you cannot be 
false to other . Be faithful to your constituents and they will be loyal to 
you. Give them a leader worthy of the cause which they are espou ing 
and they will give you their support. Give them Mc~ulty, of Minnne ota, 
and they will give you victory. [A pplau e.] 
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SPEECH OF A. B. CRAIG, 
NOMINATING W. T. WILSON, OF ILLINOIS. 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN of the CONYENTION :-There has been a prece· 
dent established in this great government of ours that when a President is to 
be chosen, those delegated with the proper authority meet in joint conven-
vention, and there select the man whom they desire shall act as chief mag-
istrate of these United States. 
We to day, in pursuance of that same principle and in conformity to that 
precedent, have assembled here to select the man whom we desire shall 
act as the standard bearer of the National Normal party. And in pursuance 
of that solemn obligation we are not unmindful of the consequences which 
it may entail. We are not unmindful of the fact, ladies and gentlemen, that 
there has never been a successful social revolution, that there never has been 
a successful religious revolution, much less has there been a successful po-
litical revolution, wherein the rninds, th~ conviction>, an:i the SeRtiments of 
the people were not in accord and 111 sympathy with the beneficent condition 
sought to be established by each revolution. Such we argue to be the con-
dition of our country and the convictions of our people to day. 
Furthermore, ladies and gentlemen, there never has been a successful 
revolution of any character but that some man must needs have risen from 
among the people to lead them forth, even as Moses of old rose and led forth 
the beleaguered Children of Israel. 
In recognition of this great truth we have assembled here to day to select 
the great leader of the National Nornhl party. The m:m on whose should-
ers must fall the m :mtle of authority in order that there m 'Y be a concen-
trated movement all along the great political line, in order that there 
may be unity of plan and unity of purpose, 
In casting about in search of a person to fill this responsible position, ·we 
are not unmindful of the fact that great executive ability is a prime requi-
site, that truth and honor are guiding lights, and a great heart which beat-
in unison and in harmony with the principles sought to be established by 
this great political party, is an indispensible requisite. 
Ladie and gentlemen, the man whom I shall nomin:tte to you to-day, I 
believe to be the impersonation of all these vaned and indispen ible re-
quirements; a man whose honor and integrity i unimpeached and unim-
peachable; a man broad enough and comprehensive enough to be, if so 
called, the acknowledged leader of a grand political party· a man undt'r 
whose calm administration all the varied and fluctuating factions in our 
country may be united in a common brotherhood and push forward toward 
a common goal; a man under whose wise administration capital and bbor 
may clasp hands across a chasm that now run red with fratricidal blood; 
a man under whose beneficient administration the foreign nations of the 
earth that have polluted our waters with their infamou and illegitimate 
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presence, may again be brought to recognize the petitions and demands of 
this great republic of ours. 
Here is this plain, unassuming, unostentatious citizen, a true example of 
American manhood . Here, indeed, is an example of Cincinnatus of old 
being called from the plow to the dictatorship of Rome. You, ladies and 
gentlemen, are the Romans, lind on your shoulders rests the mignty re· 
sponsibility incumbent upon a people in the throes of a political revolution 
incumbent upon a p~ople attemptin5 the establisment of a new political faith 
and the adoption of a new political creed. Here is a man from among 
the people and a friend of the p'eople, because the sworn enemy of political 
centralization and politi~al corruption, A man who has stood up as the 
champion and advocate of the principles propagated and promulgated by 
this great political party. Furthermore, a man 'from the grand old Hoosier 
state of Indiana, that state that has never been tardy at the roll-call in 
peace or in war. 
Such ladies and gentlemen, I believe to be a few of the qualities and qual· 
ifications of this great citizen whom I shall nominate to you in the person of 
W. T . Wilson (Applause.) of the State of Indiana. 
Ladies and gentlemen, I appeal to you in behnlf of the cause in which we 
are now engaged. I appeal to you in behalf of the desire which we have to 
establish on the ruins of plutocracy and political corruption a government 
far reaching in its influence . and beneficent in its attitude toward the down-
trodden and oppressed of humanity. I appeal to you in behalf ofour civil in-
stitutions ;on vvhose perpetuity rests the safety of American liberty. I appeal 
to you in behalf of the civil and religious liberties which you now enjoy, in 
behalf of your birthright as American citizens, in behalf of all that is grand 
and noble and sublime in American character and American citizenship to 
vote for W. T. Wilson, the favored and favorite son of Indiana. (Applause). 
SECONDING SPE ECHES. 
~PEECH OF J. F. ED DELMAN, 
SECON DH\G THE !\OMINATJON OF W. T. WILSON. 
IR. PRESIDENT, LADIES AND GE TLEMEN: 'vVe have met to-day to 
exercise one of the grandest rights within the gift of a free and intelligent 
people. A right that the steady onward progress of civilization bas natch· 
ed from the hand of superstition and barbarism : and placed within tl1e 
hand of rea on and mature judgement, tbe right of an intelligent people 
to choose their own ruler, one to whom they surrender their own right 
to sit in judgement on all que tions pertaining to their own interests; one 
to repre ent them at home and abroad ; one, in a word, to stand as an in-
dex of all that i noble. t and deare t ugge ted in the word, home. 
People have not alway enjoyed this privilege. 'o slowly and arduously 
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has reason acquired this right, that it is sad to see the reverses it has now 
and then met with, by being placed in the hands of the weak and inexperienc-
ed. What nation has reared a greater monument to their memory than did 
the Jews under the wise and experienced reign of David ? A city of such 
unparalleled prosperity and grandeur, the origin and preserver of so much 
that the world holds dear, that it needs but to be mentioned to call forth 
a grateful response of sincere gratitude in every loyal heart throughout 
Christendom. With what feeling pride we point to the true religion and 
strong government of that great Patriarch. The prid::! of that noble old 
father, the hope of continuous prosperity and happine;;s to the people he 
loved was centered in his young and talented son, Solomon. The suffer-
ing of untold thousands of Tews in Russia to-day p ::> int ln: k t0 the fail-
ures of that inexperienced, beardless youth as the beginning of. their na-
tional decay and downfall. 
The reign of darkness which had enveloped all Europe for centuries, 
was being dispelled by the magnetic influence of Charlemagne in uniting 
the chaotic tribes of Western Europe into one strong government. But the 
wheels of progress were not only stopped, but turned backward two or 
three centuries, when three beardless youths assumed the labors of the dis-
peller of darkness. 
What has been more marvelous than the creative genius of a Bismark. 
Previous to 1871 Germany was divided into almost two hundred petty tribes 
and kingdoms, retarding tbei r own progress as well as that of the civilized 
world; but under the strong hand of Bismark she has steadily marched for-
ward to a position where she stands in many respects without an equal, and hon-
or to herself and a guardian of all the world . His recent trip to Vienna was almost 
one continuous ovation. Fifteen thousand men marched in: his honor at 
Dresden inspired by nothing but gratitude. What magnificent proportions 
be assumed when compared with the beardless youth, the crank emperor, 
who has made himself rediculous in a thousand ways. He bas been petu-
lent, peevish, tyranical, but never great and impressive even by accident. 
He has quarreled with the man who has made his empir~ and gave him the 
feed upon which be nourished his pitiable vanity and weakness · 
Who is it that is bringing new hope "to the saddest people the sun sees? ' 
The weakness of Parnell retarded for awhile, but the experience of Glad-
stone is slowly but surely bringing to Ireland the liberty that the experience 
and patrioti m of our forefathers and Washington gave to America. 
Do the labors of Lincoln and Blaine suggest the experience of a youth or 
the efforts of an effeminite hand ? 
I ask you, ladies and gentlemen, which of the three candidates before you 
today pos es in the highest degree these ~tatesm~n-like qualities? A to 
the lady, her aspiration are high, noble and tender, so much so that they 
need a gentler hand than mine to do them justice. But 'OU may be assured 
of this one thing, that she will have the support of her~ 'eighbor-. [Refer-
ring-to the chairman of the Alabama delegation. Laughter and Applause.] 
• 
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As to the youth before you he has the promise of a bright man some day; 
but he has not passed the first milestone of life or climbed the rugged heights 
of manhood, where be may view the field through the eye of experience and 
thus be able to turn acquired to the benefit of those he longs to represent. But 
as to the gentleman, W. T. Wilson, whose . experience in life and labors in 
previous conventions peculiarly fit him for your Standard Bearer His 
past conduct and general appearance need no comment. His life has been 
gentle and the elements so mixed in him that all nature might stand up 
and say to all the world, "This is a Man." [Applause.] 
SPEECH BY M X. GESKE . 
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF P. F. MCNULTY. 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN OF THE CONVENTION :- In behalf of the Colo-
rado delegation I would respectfully solicit the attention of this convention 
tor four short minutes to second the nomination of P. F. McNulty, who has 
been the choice of the particular party we represent. (Applause.) 
It would be vain to harangue this convention with anything like the meth-
od of a party politician ; suffice it to acquaint you with the position our 
nominee has taken in regard to the issues that now agitate the people, with 
the qualifications he possesses and the sincerity of his intentions should this 
convention choose him to represent the int~rests which we hold in com-
mon. 
The gentleman from Iowa has told you in his nominating speech of the 
foundation upon which we as a Normal Party wish to build and that the ex-
ponent of our interests must of necessity be comprehensive enough in his 
views to attract the liberal and reserved enough to receive the approbation 
of the conservative. This I am plea~ed to inform you is the rare qualifica-
tion of our chosen standard bearer, and we earnestly appeal to the judgment 
and careful consideration of every delegate of this convention and ask for 
the intelligent decision of this body in the choice of the executive. 
We hold this campaign strictly as a campaign of education and with this 
in mind how futile would be the attempts of any party to domineer or even 
labor and expect victory in this election without a dissenting vote. Nay! 
we expect opposition, and with only those weapons, which should accompany 
every true and loyal citizen, do we expect to enter this contest; to dissimi · 
nate the doctrines which we bold paramount and plead in behalf of our can-
didate. To tho e who would support a strong man upon a strong platform 
our party sends greeting and with renewed pledges up n our part, the doc-
trines which our party inculcates, shall, in so far as circum tances permit, be 
so adjusted and so administered that the greatest benefit may accrue to the 
greatest number. It i with plea ure then that we take the field with a 
firm faith in the doctrines we advocate and perfect assurance in the ability, 
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integrity and executive powers of the gentlemen from Minnesota. (Ap-
plause.) 
Ill becoming would it be for me to dwell longer upon the person of our 
nominee ; he is no longer a stranger in our midst, and has even at the hands 
of this convention, in the capacity of temporary chairman. received applause 
which must have been highly pleasing to him and further gave evidence of 
the confidence we reposed in him. With unabated zeal do we invoke the 
aid of friends of good government to grant that support which will carry 
conviction and victory with it and end in the fruition of those principles 
which spread intelligence and uplif t free institutions. In behalf of the 
Colorado delegation extreme pleasure is realized in seconding the nomina-
tion of Me Nulty, of Minnesota. (Applause .) 
SPEECH OF FRED STROUP. 
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF FRANK MCNULTY. 
MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS O.F THE CONVENTION , -In representing 
the people of a republic that was established by the wisdom of its founders 
and saved by the heroism of its patriots, we must make the future welfare 
of this nation a progressive one by our potential influence and calm deliber-
ation of the present. Broad should be our hearts and deep our souls should 
think to fully comprehend the problems here to be solved for the advance-
ment of the race, the enfranchisement of humanity, and the happiness of 
man ; so that the acts of this convention may indelibly be recorded on the 
soul's inner chamber, and its beneficent results permeate every department 
of civilized life. 
Recognizing the principles of equity and justice among men, the Na-
tional Normal Party calls for a man who will not shrink from his public 
duties and one who knows that the only perft:ct republic is where the essen 
tial prerogatives of sovereignty are lodged in the collective capacity of the 
whole people. Ladies and Gentlemen ; the man who has all these qualities, 
named and here to be named, nucleated into a brilliant mass of interpreta-
tion, sending forth to the world the rays of principle and thought, equity 
and justice to all, is Floida's igeal ; the nations choice ; the knight errand of 
Liberty ; the Jove nf American , tatesmen, P. F . McNulty of Minnesota. 
(Applau e.) We ask for a man who knows that this republic is not to be a 
union of banded "hylocks whereby private individuals are granted a corpo-
rate power and monopolies allowed t grasp the heart of the Union : but 
that it is a conjunction of all the minds and hearts, of opinions and interests, 
maintained by a mutual sense of support and protection. Just so far as this 
protection is denied the union is destroyed. Yet here in this boasted land of 
freedom and under the flag which pledges equal protection to all beneath it 
folds, ·we see men robbed of their physical toil; the pale, sallow child, stun-
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ted both in physical and mental growth, compelled to be the bread winners 
of the state ; and under the same national emblem we see millions o·f poor 
victims of liqnor slavery bound in chains of fire and eternal death ; families 
sunk to the lowest depths of poverty ; the dimpled cheeks of innocent babes 
wet with the tears of wants; the loving hearts of women broken in fragments 
of misery. Friends, we bring before you a man who clearly apprehends all 
these evils and will not look to the best interests of party faction but having 
in consideration the best interests of an enlightened nation will unyieldingly 
instruct congress to forever cast these evils into the silent grave of o]).livion. 
We demand a chief magistrate who knows that women have the brains to 
vote; and that she is entitled to the same honors, profits, and e·moluments as 
her brother man. That despised doctri11e "Women live in subjection," is a 
fossilized nightmare of a savage brain. (Applause.) There is before you a 
candidate who is not only acquainted with the experiences of past natiooalitie s 
but one who is also thoroughly acquainted with the political, industrial and 
financial sciences in their present stages; one who comprehends the public 
enterprises suited to the country; cvurage and intelligence to protect and 
promote beneficent public measures; and virtue to seek and establish jushce 
between men and nations . That candidate is Frank McNulty. (Applause.) 
Like a p\llared giant rich with the blossoms of genius, he always bore the 
strongest staff and flung the blazing colors against the foe and dared them 
blot a single star or stain a single stripe. 
In statesmanship, his conscience touched the founts of truth where pearls 
of justice told him duty, while his soul, immortal like his fame, shed a lustre 
on the loftiest pinnacle that dazzles the sight of his cotemporaries to behold. 
His strength of thought, his reverence for virtue, his vigorous logic, and his 
insight in the springs of human action command the willing admiration of 
all. Whether in triumph nr defeat, in honor or reproach that heart of his 
never throbbed with one pulsation save for the honor and welfare of his 
country. Yonder on the height of Washington tower stands the Goddess of 
Liberty with arms extended and banner unfurled and beckons 1cNulty to 
come. Let us be loyal to that call and rally around this defender of our 
rights. (Applause . ) 
SPEECH OF R. . PO HAM, 
ECONDI G THE NOMI ATION OF FRANK Me "ULT Y. 
1R. CHAIRMA , LADl E AND GE TLEM E AND DELEGATE OF THI CON-
VE TIO :- Parties and governments rise and fall. The very s tars look from 
their sockets in the ski es and rush on to run in the ir trackles voyages. 
The sun is often eclipsed and, we are told , it tood still: but th e 1a tiona l 
Normal party of Georgia shall remain forever. o defeat can conquor it 
nor sophistry change it; no money buy it. It is as fi xed and re plendent in 
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the political heavens as Venus, as warlike as Mars, as resistless as Jupiter. 
Roll what way it will, whether it be Prohibition or Farmer's Alliance, Dem-
ocracy or Republicanism, it dashes against the Gibraltei:, and gathers sea-
foam for its victory when it reaches the Georgian lines. Say what else you 
will about us, let Republicans scheme and Democrats plan until their heads 
are gray, let the battle rage until the sphinx of Egypt are melted with the 
perpendicular rays of the African sun, never yet will the National Normal 
party's flag go down on Georgian soil. Yes, we have served you long and 
faithfully and now it is with a trembling heart that we beg your favor not 
for the wreath of honor to be thrust upon one of Orglethope's noble descend-
ants but upon a philanthopist of more real worth would we entwine this gar-
land. Never yet from this asylum of the oppressed, from this land fragrant 
with flowers and orange groves, where the golden rays of the rising sun are 
reflected from Atlantic waves, from this land where the glistening snow-
capped mountain peaks of the blue Ridge and Chattahoochee sparkle with 
silver and gold has there gone forth an aspirant to the honorable position as 
chief magistrate of a nation, nor will she so long as she recognizes the super-
iority as she now does in the person of Frank McNulty, of Minnesota. [Ap-
plause.] 
Gentlemen of this convention, for me to eulogize this great man would be 
useless. You are all acqu3inted with the attainments he has made and the 
manner in which he has made them. He has attained his position by no 
political artifice, by no unexpected turn of fortune's wheel, but by his fidel-
ity to the people and his ability to deal with the established facts he has won 
our admiration as a statesmen. 
With an honest decision from this convention, it will be the fortune of the 
coming campaign to witness on the stage of action the permanent lead-
ers Har n, Cleveland and McNulty [Applause.] as statesmen holding 
their great parties trembling on the verge of revolution, molding with their 
colossal powers the destiny our nation. 
Harrison is honored today by the people of a majority party and his re-
nomination at Iinneapolis attests their approbati n. But extreme in his 
Republican ideas regardless of justice and its eternal laws of right or wrong 
he depends upon his party's platform and contradicts every virtue of his op-
ponents. o convictiom is so sacred that he would not sacrifice it to des-
troy the last claim of a Democrat to an office. The emncrats are truly 
afraid of Cleveland and the unification of a once divided party shows his 
superiority as a leader, yet devoted to his party and determined to su tain 
their principles, he would govern a people not by his connections but by the 
power of his supremacy. He cherishes every idea of em cracy and the 
right of others are forgotten in his admiration of an office. 
Me ulty the peoples member of this triumvirate seeks not the mere 
glory of office nor the confidence of a party. Prejudiced by no wild :unbi-
tion, devoted to no clique or faction he seeks an ideal government for the 
happiness of man. He ever hears the wail of misery and woe and becomes 
J. J. McMANAMAN, 
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a champion for the oppressed. He never devised a plan for the overthrow 
of a party nor smothered a sympathy to gain its approval. If his party 
principles are right he favors his party, if wrong he dares array himself 
against it. 
This will be the:,: policy of P. F. McNulty, who will enable us to solve the 
race problem, and lend aid to the persecuted Jew, who will regulate our 
tariffs and establish our money on a true basis. 
History teache.s us that empires must decay. Obelisk and pyramid 
tell us of a nation with an advancing civilization flourishing in the valley of 
the ile more than four thousand years ago, but for ages Egypts greatness 
has been but a mystery in antiquity. The capitol with a hundred gates fell 
in the height of its glory. Greece and Rome with their lofty civilizations 
have faded into the misty past and the sunny land of their glory to-day are 
the habitations of missions supported by civilizations in other climes. These 
are historic facts that confront us when we ask how long will Uncle Sam, 
who rules a nation upon whose soils the sun doth never set, exist. Can his-
tory in this age of liberty and equality repeat itself by the American becom-
ing rich from baring out the Chinese? Will not domestic strife introduce 
nihilism into our government unless there is devised some governmental 
remedy for the oppression of our laboring classes? Will not the negro race 
follow the example of the serfs of Rome centuries ago, unless they are 
insured a ballot unrestricted and civilization elevated as they might gain 
for themselves. These are questions that occupy the minds of our people 
to-day. Do we hesitate to believe that the progressive policy of McNulty 
[Apdlause] will be the future policy of the United States and respecting 
the sincerity of our people, and granting to them their own supremacy, will 
not the American ship of state survive every storm that may occur on the 
tu multous sea of revolution? [Applause] . 
On motion the Convention adjourned to meet the following alurclay. 
FIFTH SESSION. 
Coll~ge Cltapel, '.July 23, I 8C)2 . 
The Convent~on Hall was packed at an early hour. Each state and 
territory was represented by a full delegation, every one eager to participate 
in the approaching contest. Throughout the entire ses. ion intense enthu i-
asm prevailed. Jo other business of special importance being before the 
Convention the seconding speeches were continued as follows: 
W. 0. Allen for W. T. Wilson; G. . Van leter for W. T. Wilson; 
J. L. Fleming for Frank Me ulty; Ralph E. ampbell for Frank 
McNulty; A. C. Webb for Miss Carrit:: Mill ; C. M. Titu for Miss 
Carrie Mills· J. R. Hunter for Frank IcNulty; C. E. Woodman for Miss 
Carrie Mills; Mis Elizabeth Wood for Frank ~Ic'" ulty, J. E. Taylor for 
Miss Carrie Mills; \ . H. Johnson for W. T. \ ilson; ~lax Hoffman for 
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Miss Carrie Mills; Joe Conroy for Frank McNulty; E. S. Booth for Miss 
Carrie Mills; J. M. Bowers for W. T. Wilson; Miss Martha Anderson for 
Miss Carrie Mills; C. M. Piercy for W. T. Wilson; R. L. Moore for Frank 
P. McNulty; R. H. Heath for W. T. Wilson; H. A. Berry for W. T. 
Wilson; J. P. Frantzen for Miss Carrie Mills; C. H. Gordenier for W. T. 
Wilson; P. H. Maroney for W. T. Wilson; F. E. White for Frank Mc-
Nulty; L. M. Troup for Miss Carrie Mills; J. C. Myers for Frank McNulty: 
P. J. Rogers for Frank McNulty; A. A. Wilson for F. P. McNulty. 
SPEECH OF G. 0. VAN METER, 
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF WILLIAM TILTON WILSON. 
MR. CHAiRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, FELLOW DELEGATES OF THE 
CONVENTION:- Once more after a short intermission of one week we 
assume the responsibility of selecting a national leader for the National 
Normal Party. Upon whomsoever that choice may fall, to him or her, 
Illinois remains loyal. For so characteristic is it for the citizens of that 
state to speak their unhampered sentiments upon every question that 
presents itself; so varied yet so firm are those convictions today in the 
political arena of the world, Illinois is classed among the doubtful states. 
One thing however I do assure you, that to the roll-call of the Secretary, 
her response will be in perfect accord with the dictates of her conscience 
and speak her careful choice. This independent self-action is largely due 
to her natural environments. 
For so God -gifted are her resources that not once in the three-score and 
ten years of her life has she been compelled to ask sustenance for her inhabi-
tants; yet in return to her less fortunate sisters she lends a helping hand 
and furnishes a market place for the conglomerate products of their soils: it 
matters not whether it be the Coal of Pennsylvania, the Hoop poles of 
Indiana, the Cotton of Sunny South Carolina or the Grasshopper Skins of 
Sun-burnt Kansas, {Applause.) 
Having lived within the borders of that magnificent prairie state for 
twenty-three successive years and representing perfectly a majority of the 
people in a typical plough-boy I have been accorded the honor of seconding 
the nomination of one of my number, a native son of Illinois, an adopted 
son of the old Hoosier state and the embodiment of the virtues of both, W. 
T. \1 il on. (Applause.) 
He stand before you, physically almost an ideal type of perfect manhood; 
mentally a rare combination of grit, gumption and genero ity; morally a 
man in the broadest sense with honor and integrity unquestioned and 
unimpeached. 
T\vice that state has been called upon to furnish the President of the 
U nited tate . Twice he has responded to that calJ and today marks two 
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of the brightest in American History. Not only do those pages shine with 
equal lustre to any,recording the acts of other great men of the United States 
but chalenges the world to eclipse the there written statesmanship. Once 
more she presents her favorite son promising to carry out the established 
principles of our forefathers and pledging her solid electoral vote. Give us 
William Tilton Wilson (Applause.) and you give us the emancipating 
spirit of Abraham Lincoln; give us W. T. Wilson and you give the 
executive ability of U. S. Grant; give us Wilson (Applause) and you give 
us the embodiment of the principles of the National Normal Party and 
Victory at the coming ovember election. (Applause.) 
SPEECH OF A. A. WILSON, 
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF FRANK MCNULTY. 
l\1 R. CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN OF THE CONVE TION :-The 
valleys of the central and western states are echoing and reechoing the glad 
tidings of future success for the National Normal Party. Since the convention 
at Minneapolis and Chicago the death knells of the old parties can be plainly 
heard. The people are beginning to reali ze that these parties, grand though 
they have been, have ceased to concede to the will of the people; that under 
their mana gement the great government of the United States will soon no 
longer be a Repn!Jlic but an Aristocracy. 
A a free thinking people, we have founded a new party because we believe 
that the old ones are becoming sectional and destroying the liberty of the 
people; founded it, because we believe in the correct representation of the 
masses; founded it, because we believe in the spirit of morality and the 
God given principles of Freedom. 
With the principles which we have laid down in our platform-those 
principle which demand that the voice of the people be heard; those prin-
ci pies which place all on an equal basis regardless of sex, color or nationa!ity; 
those principles which stand up for Americans first, last and always-with 
these, I say, success for us in the future is sure. 
Since it is not from the selfish capitalist, but from the moral and thinking 
class of people we expect to get our support, we want a man from their midst 
and a man who has stood up boldly for them. But where are these people? 
They are among the toilers of the central and western states. They are from 
those states whose noble sons stood foremost among the boys in blue. Ladies 
and gentlemen of the convention, a man to represent the farmer, as he toils 
in the wheat-fields and corn-fields of these states, a man to repre ent the 
soldier, bent by wounds and years of toil, is the man we want. 
We, the delegate:- of the ~rational "ormal Party, are here to arrange the 
work for a grand tand in next ~ • ovember. But how can we do this? an 
it be done by as ailing the noble heroes and heroines of the Party? Heaven 
forbid that one word should e cape my lips to contaminate the name of any 
one. To accomplish this work we must select one noble in character and 
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one to represent all our principles; one, who has been strongly in favor of a 
new party; one, who was among the first to realize the need of a party dignity 
and a party of principles; one, who loves America and her people. 
Therefore, knowing that such a one has been named, I, together with the 
majority of the delegates from the "Grand old Hoosier State," second the 
nomination of Frank McNulty, of Minnesota, (applause) the honest statesman 
and moral man. 
SPEECH OF J. L. FLEMMING. 
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF FRANK MCNULTY. 
MR. CHAIRMAN LADIES AND GENTLEMEN OF THE CONVEMTION:-In 
behalf of almost the unanimous delegation of Iowa, allow me to second the 
nomination of the favorite son of my sister state, Minnesota. A state lying 
beyond the "Father of waters," and representing the great region thereto; 
a region of country comprising more than three fifths of our entire area, and 
nearly one third of its population, and yet that part of our country has never 
had the honor of naming our chief executive. Surely it demands some rec-
ogmtwn. Members of the convention, do not make the mistake made by 
the two old parties of never looking outside of certain pivotal states for a 
candidate, but let us rise above and turn for once to the great W esL Here 
all hearts and all minds intuitively turn to that peerless leader of leaders, 
Frank McNulty. (Applause.) A man endowed with that power and ability 
which renders him peculiarly fitted as a great leader, a man represented by a 
character against which the blows of his antagonists would bound back and 
the injury inflicted be upon the one who gave them. 
Of his record it is needless for me to speak, but suffice it to say that on 
every occasion he has proven himself to be that true representation of the 
people, ever ready to defend their rights, to commend the good and con-
demn the trickery of any party. 
For a man who has never plied the arts of the demagogue is surprising, 
and is a tribute that genuine worth, an evidence that the merit can be ap-
preciated. 
Delegates of the convention, if it is your desire to overwhelm the enemie. 
of truth and justice, if you desire to establish forever those true and bene-
ficent principle to which we have pledged ourselves, if you wi h, on No-
vember next, to behold our banners floating victoriou ly from the towers of 
the 'White House, then may you realiz~ that such will be the result, if in our 
deliberations here to day we place our destiny upon the shoulder of that 
able statesman from )1innesota. 
PEECII OF R 
' ECONDING THE OMJ LTY. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND FELLOW DRLEGATES:-.Mind£ul of the fact that 
new occasions teach new duties, perceiving in the present political condition 
of our coun'try an imperative demand for a new party, pure and undefiled, 
untrammeled by party bosses and free from monopolistic affiliations, we, the 
rep;esentatives of an honest, God-fearing and liberty-loving people, are met 
in mass convention to speak into being the great National Normal Party. 
Upon the issues of this convention depends the perpetuity of the United 
States; upon the perpetuity of the United States depends the ultimate inde-
pendence of every people upon the face of the earth. We are the cynosure 
of every gaze. The destiny of our republic determines whether dernocracy 
or monarchy shall eventually rule. Realizing as we do the grave responsi-
bilities resting upon us, it is certainly fitting that our actions should be char-
acterized by great wisdom and due deliberation, and especially in this, the 
last and most important act of this convention, the choice of a leader, a 
president. 
When Saul, the son of Kish, was chosen King of Israel, he stood head 
and shoulders above his fellows; when the ancient Greeks chose a hero to 
lead them in battle, he was always a man who had distinguished himself in 
behalf of his country; when the Roman republic trembled on the verge of 
ruin, and a return to monarchical government was only a question of time, 
it was Julius Caesar who recieved and refused the tempting offer of the 
crown; the man most mtimately identified with the affairs of the Roman 
people. "When our young republic, amid the dying echoes of the Revolu-
tion, cast about for a man to take the helm and steer their frail 1~olitical 
craft out upon the ocean of uncertainty where there were no beacon lights of 
precedent to guide it, did they choose a man who had looked on the strug--
gle just passed with calm indifference, or from his place of safety had sur-
veyed the field with a critical eye? ·o, they chose, rather, a man who had 
braved the dangers of many a hard fought field; whose blood had mingled 
with that of the common patriots, counting it an honor to stand shoulder to 
shoulder with the humble citizen soldier. 
Fellow delegates, Kansa takes pride to-day in econding the nomination 
of a son who stands head and shoulders above his fellows, physically and in-
tellecually, who every bearing commands confidence and respect, and the 
force and logic of whose speech greatly supplements his appearance. A 
hero, because, as a young American with no legacy except a fund of common 
sen e and a sturdy constitution, drawn from the matchless climate f Minne-
sota, with its sparkling lakes and waving fields, he i forging ahead t position 
of honor and pr minence, which in the land of the free and the home of the 
brave," are alone the reward of hone t merit and true American grit. Like 
Julius Caesar on various occasions during the past year he has made the e 
walls ring with his eloquence at our Saturday morning exercises, adding 
dignity and honor to our organization. 
Like 'the Fath~r of our Country," he bears the stamp of truth upon his 
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youthful brow, and under his guidance our country will continue to prosper. 
"Till younger Commonwealth for aid, 
Shall cling about her ample robe, 
And from her form shall shrink afraid, 
The crowned oppres~ors of the globe_" 
But richly as the man to whom I refer deserves the honor, and ample as 
he is qualified, he has never by work or action sought the position. and it is 
only at the solicitation of his many friends that he has allowed his name to 
be used. 
- I refer toP. F. McNulty, of Minnesota. [Tremendous applause.] 
Cognizant of the circumstances which have made the formation of the new 
party a ne~essity, in touch with the present and comprehending the needs 
of the future, Mr. McNulty is preeminently qualified for the position of hon-
or to which he will be elected. Nominate him and the ballot boxes next No -
ven1ber will attest the wisdom of your choice. And the fourth of March, 1893, 
will usher in upon these United States, an era of prosperity and progress 
unparalleled in the history of the world. 
SPEECH OF A. C. WEBB, 
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF MISS CARRIE MILLS. 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:-Recogni zing the corruption of the existing 
parties we are assembled to-day to launch a new and purer party on the 
turbulent sea of politics. No great movement was ever started, no great vic-
tory ever achieved that did not have its leaders. Indeed the success of any 
undertaking depends in a great measure upon who that leader is. Would we 
know America had it not have been for a Columbus, would we enjoy liberty 
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to day had it not been for a Washington, will the National 1ormal Party at-
tain the goal of success if we fail to select the proper leader. 
Upon you, ladies and gentlemen, will devolve this important duty of nam · 
ing our standard-bearer. In the choice of a candidate let us make no mis-
take. The task demands your most careful consideration, your coolest 
judgement, your highest patriotism. The person must be one whose charac-
ter is above reproach, one who e public and private record cannot be ques-
tioned. Allow me, ladies and gentlemen, to second the nomination of one 
who is the incarnation of all these qualities ·-- l.Iiss Carrie ~lills. [ p-
plause]. 
I would not weary your patience with a recital of her history or achieve -
ments. They are quite well known. he is a Roman in law, a Greek in 
culture, and an American in sympathy and ~tatesmanship. 
When our worthy chairman in stating the objects and purpo es of the 
ational Normal party, among other things, aid we are going to allow 
women the right of uffrage the remark met with applause from every one. 
Ladie and gentlemen, show thatsou were sincere in your demonstration by 
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making this lady your president. Do not doubt a ladie's ability to rule. 
True we never had one at the head of our goversment, but look at Cleo-
patra, queen of Egypt; Zenobia, queen of the East; and more modern time, 
the reign of Queen Elizabeth was one of the most prosperous that England 
has ever known, and to-day, under the leadership of Queen Victoria, it has 
reached the zenith of its success. 
Let us for a moment, investigate one of the causes of political corruption. 
The same is true of political parties. Let us take warning from our prede-
cessors and guard the National Normal Party from a like fate, place a woman 
at its head, and it will live forever. 
If yon want a president whose voice will be heard in the interest of the 
western farmer as well as the eastern manufacturer vote for Miss Mills 
[Applause.] If you want an administration which for ability, efficiency, 
purity, and patriotism will challenge comparison, if you love your country 
and value its prosperity, vote for Miss Mills. 
SPEECH OF C. M. TITUS, 
SECONDING 'fHE NOMINATION OF MISS CARRIE MILLS. 
LADlES AND GENTLEMEN OF THE CONVENTION :- These are indeed ex-
citing hours. As the eyes of the delegates turn to every speaker who 
mounts this rostrum, o the eyes of the world are centered upon Valparaiso 
and upon this great convention to-day. Minneapolis has had her excite-
ment and Chicago hers and the other conventions theirs, but in this case the 
interest is equally intense everywhere. We have a sembled for a noble pur-
pose, and it will be known how nobly we act. Telegraph instruments are 
clicking everywhere, (Applause.) messengers are scurrying about in every 
city and hamlet· the farmer has left his reaper, the carpenter his bench to 
read the papers for a day, and the women are taking a day or two of rest. 
And why? Because thi reform party, the National Normal arty, has taken 
issue upon principles never before declared in any convention; because we 
have declared principles that favor the poor weak masses; becau ewe declare 
equal rights to every one. Men have been brought forth in convention a£ 
ter convention, their character set forth in glowing terms, great promises 
of reform made to the pe pie and the result has usually been the nonful-
fillment of their promises. But this time for the fir t have the people 
sent here as delegates many of the honored ladies of the land, and recog-
nize among them the one they desire as their leader. That lady's name has 
been presented to thi convention, the world knows it and rejoices in it, and 
Maine, Maine is in the height of her glory as she econds the nomination 
of Miss Carrie 1ill . ( pplause.} My friends, we have declared certain 
principles; and now that the world may know that our platform i no dead 
letter, let u depart a iittle from the customary and begin at once to practice 
those principles by nominating this lady. Too often have party leaders 
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formed their platform as they have formed them, simply and solely to ob-
tain a following. Oh! the people have been duped so many times. Let us 
not try to deceive them. The evidences of the people's choice are abund-
ant. The. cry we hear from every quarter for this lady leader to head our 
party is no mere whim nor fantasy. The people appreciate the noble works 
she has peformed, and realize something of the immensity of her capacity 
and efficiency in statesmanship. Neither too radical nor too conservative, her 
clearly defined views upon the great issue of the day are known to all. The 
people want her and scheming politicians fear her. Cleveland is already 
sorry he is in the campaign, partly through a sense of his own inferiority and 
partly for fear of defeat; and Harrison knows too well what the consequences 
will be if she is nominated. (Laughter :md applause ) 
If we are to be a reform party let us be a reform IJarty and place in our 
lead a reformer before whom all others pale into littleness; and of whom it 
may never be said that a single pledge made for her was not more than re-
deemed. In colleges and in every kind of intellectual competition, women 
have taken equal honors with men. In the same vocations they should, ac-
cording to our declared principles of equal rights, have the same salaries. 
Ladies, will you not vote for Miss Mills (Applause) and thus -bestow a bles-
sing upon your ex by proving to the world your equality with man? Gen-
tlemen are you not willing to divide honors with your equals and betters? 
Then let us nominate this lady as the one destined to be the first lady presi-
dent of the e United States, and in after years we will look back upon the 
days of the National Normal Party's first convention as glorious days in-
deed. 
SPEECH OF J. R. HUNTER, 
SECONDING THE OML ATION OF FRA K Me ULTY. 
MR. IIAIRMAN, LADIES A o GENTLEME' OF THE Co E TIO :-
Through the kind concession of my worthy delegates, I have been deputized 
to express the w}sh of the great Commonwealth of 1a sachusetts. 
In the misty day of the past, our ancestors hatched the American Eagle 
on the Eas tern shores of the Atlantic. he grew to be a mighty b ird pread-
ing her wings from ocean to ocean sheltering and protecting over sixty million 
people. 
f late year tht political tricksters have plucked the choicest feathers 
f rom her tail to adorn their homes and turbans. 
lt is f rom thi waning of political purity that the,. ational Normal party 
has a:; embled here from the mountain crags of the orth,the orange grove 
of the outh,and the \tlantic wa hed shore of the Ea t, to elect a chief 
magistrate to controll the ·'ship of state." 
The platform we have adopted embodying the re·form and demands of 
the nation has not called forth a di senting voice from the ma ses. Let us 
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exercise even more discretion in the consummation of our duty in selecting 
a standard bearer. As we view the political arena of our party we find it is 
decked with two distinguished statesmen, and embellished with a choice in-
tellectual and moral specimen nf the female phase of nature. While we feel 
satisfied that our interests would not be sacrificed in the hands of any of 
these able statesmen, yet we should exercise care in discriminating which one 
is the best living embodiment of our principles. 
The voice of the "Bay State" is: "Give us a man whose ambition is as high 
as Bunker Hill Monument;whose integrity is as solid as PlymouthRock;whose 
executive ability will influence the legislation of laws and extricate the land 
from the clutches of monopolies, vice and intemperance. A man who is as 
patriotic as our forefathers who twisted the tail of the English lion at Lex· 
ington, and stained the heather of Bunker Hill with their loyal blood. A 
man who will set the rusty shuttles of our Lowell manufactories in operation 
and cause the whiz of machinery to reecho in the silent shoe shops of Lynn '' 
Such a type of ability and character is recognized in one of Minnesota's 
illustrious sons. Therefore in behalf of almost the entire delegation of 
Massachusetts I take pleasure in seconding the nomination of Mr. Frank Me 
Nulty. It is not with a desire to pluck the laurels from the high merit of 
the noblest sons and daughters of our sister states, that Massachusetts asks 
you to support the favorite son of the "North Star tate" but from a knowl-
edge of his superior qualification above the other aspirants for the presiden-
tial chair. 
Now, Ladies and Gentlemen,! appeal to you for the last time to set aside 
the political ties and prejudice that dragged the Democratic and Republican 
parties from the throne of honor. Vote for Me ulty,and anarchy and rail-
road strikes shall be banished from the shores of America. A new era of 
prosperity will dawn upon the nation, and as we scatter broadcast over this 
land to fight the stern realities of life we can reflect with pride on the day we 
set the corner stone of a perpetual party. 
SPEECH OF C. E. WOODMAN, 
SECONDING THE NOMINATIO OF MISS CARRIE HLLS. 
MR. CHAIRMAN A D FELLOW·DELEGATES:-vVhen Rome was ascending 
the sometimes precipitous slope of national supremecy, as she neared the 
summit and while millions bowed in applause to her manrlate, a silent se-
ductive influence was gnawing at he vitals, while her life blood slowly ebbed 
away. The history of Rome had become a hi tory of ruler not a history of 
the people· rulers and people became disunited, and Rome fell,by the ·troke 
of her own hands, and the name, 'Eternal City,'' s lqng honored, now he-
come a mockery. 
Let the history of Rome be a warning to the people in thi ·campaign, and 
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let us choose for our standard bearer the one who can the most closely unite 
the factions of our people and bind their hearts together in a s;ingleness of 
purpose, and a unity of interests; the one who with those low inspiring tones 
can bring harmony out of discord, order out of chaos, and disseminating all 
party strife, malice and dissension, teach us to bury the past and dealing 
only with the live issues of the present, lead us on to a grand and un-
precedented victory next ovember. 
Grave questions of state or diplomacy confront us. For should that 
tall broad shouldered Hercules, the United States, approach Canada and 
with all the language of a Cicero or a Demosthenes ask her to share her joys 
and sorrows through all futurity, the modest maiden would blush, turn on 
her heels, and glancing coyly up through those silken lashes, archly reply, 
"Ask Mamma." 
Other great questions confront us that require a strong hand, a steady 
nerve, an unwavering eye, and an unflinching integrity, to meet and dis-
pose of in such a way and manner that the greatest good may accure to the 
greatest number of people. 
Such a candidate has been presented by the National Normal party. With 
all due respect for the other candidates in the field, I am here to ask you to 
support the one candidate who is preeminently fitted for the position, and 
whose sinew can safely guide the ship of state over the most billowy sea, 
yet whose touch brings joy and comfort to the weary sufferer languishing 
upon a bed of pain, one who has the stabi lity to resist the importunities of 
office-seekers, yet whose heart goes out in syrupathy to the needy and the 
aflicted, one who will honor the position and make us feel proud that we 
are American citizens matured beneath those grand old stars and stripes, 
one who will bring success to the National Normal party in 1892. I am here 
to ask you to support the candidate who hails from the teeming fields of the 
Peninsula State, Michigan's favorite daughter, Miss Carrie Mills. [Ap-
plause .] 
I am glad that we live in the light of the nineteenth century. I am glad 
that I am addressing such an intelligent assembly and that no argument is 
necessary to convince you that a woman of this age is eminently fitted to fill 
such a high and responsible position. 
Vote for Mis Mills [applause] and inscribe your name upon the marble 
slab with tho e myrtars who have dared to bare their bo oms to the poniard 
of public criticisms, support just principles, and institute needed reforms. 
Place Mis 1ill in the executive chair and in after years po:sterity will 
point with pride to the time when their ance tot dared to lay a ide all soc-
ial affiliations and hope of self aggrandizement institute a needed reform 
because public safety has demanded it. Ca t your ballot for 1i Carrie 
Mills, of l!ichigan. · 
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SPEECH OF MISS ELIZABETH WOOD, 
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF FRANK MCNULTY. 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN :-The honor has been conferred upon me to-
day of seconding the nomination of Minnesota's favorite son,--the unanimous 
choice of the North Star delegation. 
The thriftiest growth of our nation is found in the West. The time is come 
when she must choose her leaders from beyond the Mississippi. A gardener, 
in selecting his choicest fruits, gathers, not from those shrubs which are ma-
tured or nearly so; but from those full of vigor and growth. Likewise this 
nation,-nay, I should say, the National Normal Party, as the future guide 
of this nation,-must hereafter choose her statesmen, not from the almost 
matured East, but from the Great West, pulsating as it does, with the energy 
and general intelligence of its people, a people who take great pride in their 
educational institutions. 
The National Normal Party has declared itself in favor of woman's suffrage. 
The West is pre-eminently the cradle of woman's liberty. The colleges 
which first opened their doors and gave women educational advantages equal 
with men were in the west. 
Since that time civilization has moved rapidly westward across the Miss-
tsstppi. Two western states have taken the lead in granting to woman the 
full right of suffrage. A number of others grant her the privilege of voting 
in school affairs. The North Star State is one of those ; and that she has 
not been mistaken in this, is proven in the very acceptable manner in which 
women fill her school·offices. 
Justice demands that a share of the highest honors be bestowed upon the 
western people. And as a part of the Great West, Minnesota is proud to-day 
to point out to you one of her noblest sons, P. F. McNulty. (Applause.) 
Born upon her prairies and reared among her working-men, he represents the 
type of an industrious, energetic son of the West. 
The story of his youth bears a striking resemblance to that of James A. 
Garfield or Allan G: Thurman. Like them he has thus early in life, achiev · 
ed much, as many of you know by his work here. 
Minnesota claims for Mr. McNulty all those characteristics so indispensa-
ble in a leader,-honesty, ability, sobriety, good-judgement and firmness. In 
brief he is a man,-a gentleman. His native state will give him up reluct-
antly. Many years has hi voice reverberated through her halls. But a bright-
er future lies before him in the leadership of the National ormal Party. 
(Applause.) Pope has fittingly said of such as he : 
1 1 tatesman, yet friend to truth ! Of soul sincere, 
In action faithful, and in honor clear, 
Who broke no promise, serv'd no private end; 
Who gain'd a title, yet lost no friend. 
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SPEECH OF J. E. TAYLOR, 
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF MISS CARRIE MILLS. 
MR. CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN OF THE ~ATIONAL NORMAL 
CONVENTION :-Mississippi, the garden spot or "the Sunny South," with 
her broad acres of fertile soil, with her large cotton, tmgar and rice planta-
tions, sends me here this morning with a choice; the choice is not hers alone; 
nor .of any particular state; nor of any particular section; but of the people 
of this nation. 
More than twenty and eight years have elapsed since the sound of the 
cannon of the civil war has died away; the union is restored; peace and 
prosperity now characterize the sections that met in such a deadly conflic.::t ; 
yet tranquility of the nation has not been reached and I think the trouble at 
Homestead, Pennsylvania and in Idaho will corroborate my statement. 
Ladies and gentlemen, it rests upon us here to day, as delegates represent-
ing states which form the most powerful nation on the globe, to nominate a 
candidate for the Presidency of the United States who will not only cause 
tranquility of the nation but one who favors the prohibition of the sale of 
alcohol as a beverage. 
Let us nominate a person who is well qualified for the position; one who 
has the necessary education, honesty, integrity and executive ability; one 
who will, if elected, not use the position for personal or partisan gain but for 
the gain of the nation; and once more start the Grand Old Republic on its 
road toward enlightment and political freedom. 
Ladies and Gentlemen, it is with pleasure that MississipPi seconds the 
nomination of a candidate possessing these qualifications in the person of 
Miss Mills, of Michigan. 
PEECII OF W. H. JOliN ON, 
SECONDI G THE OMINATION OF W. T. WILS N. 
FELLOW DELEGATE , LADIES AND GENTLEME : The privilege which we 
today enjoy is the loftiest pride of the American citizen. end your pe si-
mistic messenger toward Atlantic's stormy coast and bid him find a tyrant 
that dares ask '\Vhat do ye ?" and unwaveringly will come the answer, -
impossible! 'end your voice careering across the undulating prairies of the 
·west and ask if there is one in subterranean depths, on aerial bights; in 
plenteous fields, on cactus plaines, on silvery water , or parched deserts who 
dares forbid our a embling, and unhe itatingly comes the answer-none. 
But we are accounta le to a loyal, eager, prayerful constituency. Loyal ' 
to the great country in which they reside ;eager for the tocsin of war to sound 
that shall call them to meet in deadly conflict the political gladiators of cor-
ruption and fraud ; prayerful that the actions of this convention may be per-
meated by fairnes , judgment and discretion. 
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Among those constituents stands an emaciated form scarcely daring to 
point the spectre like finger toward the Pinkerton murderers ; turns only to 
be confronted by shining Winchesters for Idaho's protection. By his side 
stands the fairest and purest of God's creation calling upon us to watch the 
Promethian fire from the hands of the tyrant Joves, and light the torch of 
universal liberty. 
We have been wise in formulating our principles, but brave hearts and 
steady hands are called upon to stand alert lest having escaped the mae1strom 
of Charybdis we be dashed upon the rocks of Scylla. Our bark must be 
guided by a clear brain, a generous hand, a spotless character. The selection 
of this leader is to be the work of this day's convention. In choosing from 
among this number I would cite you to one whose private life is beyond re-
proach; whose public career never tainted itself with unfaithfulness nor screen-
ed itself behind the errors of others. The long and valuable service rendered 
this party entitles him to the thoughtful consideration of this body. 
Ladies and gentlemen, as in days of old there appeared a star to guide 
the wise men of the East to the leader of a new party, a prosperous party, a 
triumphant party, so there is a star in the political firmament today shedding 
its benignant and approving smiles on one as a leader of the greatest 
political reform this world has ever known, and that one is Indiana's loyal 
son, the nations choice-W. T. Wilson. (Applause.) 
Heed that call by naming him your leader and victory is within your grasp. 
The success of the National Normal Party will lead the starving and 
oppressed to Utopia's land while robbery and oppression "fold their tents 
like the Arabs and silently steal away." 
SPEECH OF MAX IIOF.B MAN, 
SECONDING THE NOMI ATION OF MISS CARRIE MfLLS. 
LADIES A D GENTLEMEN :-I was not sent here from the \Vest to enchant 
or delude any delegates from this new and independent party; but I only wish 
to offer you my congratulations for the firm and broad platform upon which 
this party proposes to stand. 
We denounce the old political parties as being led by immoral and corrupt 
factions. This very fact caused u to a semble here to cho se a leader to 
strengthen and guide this new party. A leader who will execute the princi 
ples this party advocate ' and who will insist in giving equity and justice to 
the North and to the South, to the East and to the West, and Loth the rich 
and the poor, in order that every man, woman or child in this grand Union, 
represented by her stars and stripes, can get up and ay with joy, " nion 
now and forever.'' 
Now,shall we search the old political partie - for such a leader, or shall we 
elect one out of our midst surrounded by a political faction, r shall we 
stand upon the seashore and indulge in the illu ·ion of hope. l 'o, we need 
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not. We have one right here in our midst, endowed with an indomitable 
courage, admirable judgment, and great political tact; who is the voice of 
the people, the gem of Michigan, and the scholar of this country ; and who 
has a kind heart and a helping hand for both the rich and the poor. The one 
to whom I have reference is Miss Carrie Mills, from Michigan. (Applause.) 
A lady indeed; but that is all that is against her. But, I will trust it to the 
intelligence of this convention that the time has come, wl1en the mind of 
every free and deliberate thinker, will soar above such petticoat prejudice. 
The strength and success of this National Normal Party lies in the hands 
of our noble women. I will, therefore, appeal to every delegate in this con-
vention, to help us to prove to the world that our American women can cope 
mentally with men. Oh ! may I live to see the day when the banner of this 
National ormal Party will reign supreme, bearing the image of immortal 
Virgin with an out-stretched hand, bearing the inscription, ''Free trade and 
equal rights." And may I hear the voice of onr American women re-echo 
from the Alps, uttering the proclamation against the import of rum. 
France in her utter ruin received her inspiration from a woman and was 
resuscitated to the most dearing nation on this Globe. England, one of the 
mightiest nations on this Globe, has been ruled and is ruled by a woman. I 
would like to ask this convention, why can't America with all her education-
al advantages, grandeur, splendor and civilization put forth a woman rank-
ing with foreign nations? I will close by repeating, that I was sent here from 
Nebraska to second, for the good of the West and for the benefit of this na-
tion, the nomination of Miss Carrie Mills, of Michigan. 
SPEECH OF JOE CONROY, 
SECONDING THE NOMI ATIO OF FRANK M' ULTY. 
MR. CHAIRMAN, FELLOW-DELEGATES:-For the progressive and triumph-
ant march of a nation, when the antiquat ;!d ideas and custo:n have developed 
into bigotry; when oligarchy has taken the place of Democracy· when cor-
ruption has usurped and superseded purity, an innovation i necessary that 
will restore to the commonwealth their rights, privileges and liberties as 
keeper of that nation. 
Ladies and gentleman, the beacon light of hope that champions this inno-
vation, the wonderful mechanism that it has embodied in it declaration , 
and stamped in its countenance the restoration of these martial rights is the 
grand atim1a1 Normal party. Long may it live! [Applau e.] 
In the great contest this fall we must win. The political pulse of the peo _ 
pie will throb with wonderful energy, and unle every avenue i carefully 
guarded, the stenching draught of some base designer of wickedne ,,•ill 
permeate the atmosphere and lay low our promi ed and needed reforms. 
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To keep this army intact, we require a leader who above all things is a 
leader; a leader who can maintain his ground, defy injusti::e, fight against 
the wrong, and uplift the fallen. A hero who can assail the battlements 
of the enemy and cry: 
"Truth crushed to earth shall rise again, 
The eternal years of God are hers,'' 
One who can truthfully exclaim: "Down with usurpers; down with home-
slayers; down with sacreligious political mendicants." 
Such a leader is Frank McNulty [applause] of Minnesota, and New J er-
sey heartily and solidly seconds his nomination. Select him and good has been 
our choice. Today the rippling waters of Minnehaha run in joyful cadences 
to harmonize with the sweet accent of laughing water's spirit song: 
"When freedom from her mountain heights 
Unfurled the standard to the air, 
She tore the azure robe of night, 
And set MeN ulty's star there." 
[Tremendous Applause.] Today may be heard on every hillside, in ev-
ery dale the clinking of sixty- 've millions of shackles of oppression. Today 
may be felt the throbbing of sixty-five million fevered and aching minds-
minds tired of broken promises; tired of class legislation; tired of mortgaged 
farms and thieving monopolies, and their clay of requital is near. 
They see in the Jonnal party with McNulty at their head, a solution to 
this vexed problem. For, has he not sent careering and thundering across 
this country from the Senate chambers of this chapel his sentiments? He 
was always true to his constituency; true and steadfast to his convictions; 
loyal to his country. 
What greater truths have we but that this is a man, this the statesman, 
this the patriot who will win in November, and guide the old ship of state 
and its precious cargo safely across the tempestuous sea of national strife in-
to the harbor of liberty? 
Ir. Chairman, we admit that our candidate is young. But is that a cal-
umny on his integrity and ability ? This is the day of the young. Bub-
bling over in condemnation of the sophistries of the past, and glory in the 
promises of the future, the young patriots of America today are exhibiting 
their powers and establishing their credit. 
With McNulty as President the vitiated ideas of those who doubt the abil-
ities of the young will be metamorphosed into logical truth. 
Fellow-delegates, guard as sacred your delegated rights in the choice of a 
leader, let no selfish aims lead you to a dicision. Vote for Me ulty and 
the masses. \ hat nobler duty is their than in the protection of the com-
monwealth of a nation? As the poet well says: 
"Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey, 
\Vhere wealth accumulate and men decay; 
Prince or lords may flourish or may fade, 
= 
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A breath can make them, as a breath has made; 
But a bold peasantry, their conntry ;s pride, 
When once destroyed can never be supplied." 
So come out for McNulty and ·the people; come out for him whose ftrst 
last and uppermost thoughts is "My duty to my country and its people." 
SPEECH OF E. S. BOOTH, 
SECONDfNG THE NOMINATION OF MISS CARRIE MILLS. 
F E LLOW DELEGATES, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN OF THE CONVENTION:-
! speak not to disprove what my honorable opponents have said but here I 
am to speak what I do know. The honorable gentleman from that grand 
old north-western state has told you that the "Hoosier" candidate has em-
bodied within him all that is noble and intelligent, but I say that he has 
used too mild, terms to do the gentleman justice; and the same, with equal 
propri ety, may be said of the nominee from Minnesota, as I am acquainted 
with both gentlemen and know whereof I speak. But we turn our attention 
to another section of the battle field and ther in the van where shot and 
shell fly thickest we behold the invincible, impregnable, invulnerable, com-
missar_y, Michigan's purest gem, Miss Carrie Mills. [Applause.] 
And, although we cannot say of New Hampshire's choice that "His 
life is gentle and the elements so mixed in him that nature might stand up 
and say to all the world he is a roan, ' ' or ''take him for all in all, me thinks 
I shall never look upon his likes again,'' we all can say, in Michigan is a 
lady richly endowed, and she is noble and nobler too than that word of 
wondrous virtues. Her name is Miss Mills; nothing undervalued to say Mills 
no, not even Roger Q. Mills. 
How do I know this? vVhy ladies and gentlemen, I have both occular and 
auricular proofs of it, and although I am not gifted with the oratory and 
eloquence which nature has so bountifully and lavishly bestowed upon my hon · 
orable opponents or skilled in the turning of beautiful phrase, I can in my 
pargon and common parlance disclose to you the plain simple truth. I was 
in her debating section two terms and there she beautifully entertained us 
with her pure, clear logic and profound rea oning and wherever a difficult 
problem presented itself all eyes instinctively turned to her and she never 
f;}lt>d to give us a lucid solution. And these same evidences are witnessed 
in all her classes so I feel no hesitancy in seconding her as a parliamentarian, 
di plomat. and a statesman and a scholar. And ladies and gentlemen, as 
th e \\' l)nis which I have at command are entirely inadequate to extol her 
furth er merits; if I have misrepresented her it has been because my head did 
not keep pace with my heart. And now ladie and gentlemen, as we are a 
band of brothers and sisters marching with the same common step, with the 
same common pride to the same common victory, let roe sugge t, let me in-
sist that we guard well our every deed and thought and be assured that we 
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bring no calamity upon ourselves and our posterity by some ra5h vow or 
action. We have in our great nation people who are debarred of their just 
and God-given rights and with the nomination of our candidate we will tri-
umph in November and break the shackles from the million people and 
elevate them to an equal station enjoyed by their brothers. 
Right heartily do I agree with the poet who said "Once to every man 
and nat-ion comes the moment to decide," and .young ladies I appeal to you 
especialy that now while the light of youth is in your eyes while hope weaves 
golden colors in your skies, you strike for your freedom, strike for your 
country and strike for the oncoming generation. And once again do I pride 
myself in that I have the privilege as well the pleasure of seconding the 
nomination of the choice of the school, the pride of Michigan and the hope 
of our country. I thank you. 
SPEECH OF J. M. BOWERS, 
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF W. T. WILSON. 
MR. CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN OF THE CONVENTION: 
Through various members of the New York delegation [have been request-
ed to speak in our behalf, feeling that it would be an injustice to ourselves 
and our constituency to remain silent upon this most auspiciou; occasion. It 
is true that in the vast machinery of government there are many policies 
upon which onr perpetuity depends and the great National Normal Party 
has chosen such of those policies as it deems best for the greatest number of 
people. We have long since made our principles known to the world, 
therefore we have established a precedent in the history of our nation that 
the office must seek the man and not the man the office, and by this great 
principle of right and justice we hope to draw the line of demarkation between 
the just and the unjust, the worthy and the unworthy. Our party has 
already taken the pinions of ubiqity; it has chased deep into the hearts of 
grateful students where it will remain forever. \Ve all have our favorites 
for whom we delight to work and to see honored with high positions, but 
we believe that there is one and only one in our party for the present that is 
calculated in every way to lead us on to victory. 
We believe that with this hero at our helm we shall be able t sweep 
over the fields of reason and imagination, bearing down all opposition as 
with the steady and resistles tide of the ocean billow, ascend the dome of 
our nations capitol and with JEolian harps play upon a thousand string the 
name of W. T. \\ ilson, ( pplause.) the great defender of the constitution 
and President of the United tates; a man who is great in original, mental 
strength, great in varied and vast acquirements, great in quick and keen 
perception, great in subtle logical d!scrimination, great in power of thought 
and great in ability to make an effort and command his power; no man 
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probably ever lived who can calculate with any more certainty the effect or 
tht intricate, combined and complicated movements social, political or 
personal. He can define and determine the very destiny of influence. 
Ladies and gentlemen, this is a key to the problem of his greatness and 
explanation to the miracle of his power. We call him great because he is 
American-wholry American--the spirit of American institutions has infused 
itself into his life, it has become a part of his being; he is proua of his 
country, proud of her commerce, proud of her manufacturies, proud of her 
institutions of art and science and proud of her wealth, her resources and 
her labor and all in return are proud o! him. 
His patriotism is not hemmed in by state lines nor regulated and biased by 
local policies, it is as broad as his country he knows a North, a South, an 
East and a 'Nest, but he knows them only as one-one and inseparable. Theu 
gentlemen, why not vote for him and ladies, God bless you, for he knows 
that I love you all. (Laughter) 
SPEECH OF MISS MARTHA ANDERSON, 
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF MISS CARRIF. MILLS. 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:-Whenever and wherever there is a moment 
which tends toward progress and the advancement of the best interests of 
our country, then and there my friends, you will find orth Dakota in the 
front ranks. Since the honor and consideration bestowed upon women is 
the highest index of enlightenment, I express the sentiments of my consti-
tuents when I rise and most heartily recommend the nomination o~ 1iss Car-
rie Mills, of Michigan. [Applause.] In 1492 three Spanish vessels set 
out boldly across the stormy billow~ of the Atlantic to explore the unknown 
regions of the west and thus change the entire current of history and the 
geographical aspect of the whole world. No more fitting time than this, 
the four hundredth anniversary of that notable event· could ha e been chosen 
for the e tabli hment of a new party. May it be the lot of our National 
ormal party, under the leadership of 1ichigan's brave daughter to change 
the political complexion of the United tales. May its watchword ever be 
liberty, progress and reform. 
As students of history, you are familiar with many eminent characters, 
both ancient and modern, which stand as fixed, stars in the historical firma-
ment, indicating what women have done in the past, what they are doing in 
the present and what they can do in the future. The lofty ambition of Zer-
iobia rent the chain of cial and climatic environment of the East. The 
courage and enthusiasm of the laid of Orleans saved the liberty of France. 
When England was groaning under a weight of religion persecution and the 
reign of government pas ed into the firm hands of Queen Elizabeth, her 
good en e, judgment and political tact wrought order out of the existing 
chao and guided the affair of state throttgh half a century of pr perity. 
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Why does the Englishman of today look back with pride on the reign of 
good Queen Bess? Would you dare deny her success? If so, first ascertain 
whether you are beyond the hearing of an Englishman. The list of illus· 
trious women might be continued ad infinitum. 
Then cannot we, in this broad land of ours with its superior advantages, 
find one to guide our ship of state over the troubled ocean of politics and lead 
the National Nonnal party to victory? Most emphatically yes. Such a one 
has been found. She has been pointed out to you. We only ask you to 
lend your influence to secure the election of the people's favorite, Michigan's 
pride and the nation's glory. [Applause.] Sixty million people await the 
issue. Give the lords of creati.on a rest and vote for the true representative of 
the better half of our nation. Vote for her and you vote for the home, for 
truth and for juslice. 
She does not need the honeyed phrases of the party leader to extol her 
merits or magnify her virtues. Her career is unstained by political intrigues, 
her mind as bright as the sun shining on her native hills, and her intellect 
as keen as the icy blasts whistling through the murmuring pines. Add to 
these her admirable judgment and good sense, together with the moral 
courage and stamina of Mrs. Hayes to depart from old customs and in the 
very face of social prejudice to take a bold stand for the right, and you have 
the living embodiment of all that is high, noble, inspiring. With her name 
on the ticket victory is assured to the National Normal party. 
Next November there will rise in the political horizon a star of the first 
magnitude whose brilliancy will far eclipse those of former times. Already 
in fancy I turn the pages of the future and behold as in letters of fire, the name 
Carrie Mills, first lady president of the United States. [Applause.] 
The first, the last, the best, 
The Semiranis of the west. 
All princely graces. 
That God would up such a mighty piece as this is, 
With all the virtues that attend the good, 
Shall still be doubled on her; truth shall nurse her 
Holy and heavenly thoughts still counsel her. 
In her day, every man sh:.lll eat in safety 
Under his own vine which he plants, and sing 
The many songs of peace to all his neighbor . 
PEECH OF C. M. PIERCY, 
SECONDING THE NOMI ATlOt'( OF W. T. WTLSON. 
MR. PRESlDE.'T,LADIE AND GE.'TLEMEN OF THJ CO VE. TION:-When 
we take a retrospective view of our glorious country, our minds are carried 
back to her successes which have been achieved, and how our forefathers 
bled and died on the field of battle for the freedom which we so much today 
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enjoy. We think of the great and wonderful Revolution in which were plant-
ed the seeds of liberty. We think of the mighty Rebellion in which so many 
precious lives were lost, and the great Amnesty Proclamation which gave the 
colored man his freedom forever. 
Ladies and gentlemen, all these great events had their leaders-men who 
knew their duty and were not afraid to perform it. Our nation has under-
gone many severe trials; but has always come out of the conflict victorious 
on the account of her grand and glorious leaders. 
Ladies and gentlemen, you are aware that our nation is today standing on 
the very verge of ruin-ready to topple and crumble into an irredeemable 
oblivion. 
Our old parties are so corrupt and have made so many unfilled promises, 
that to think of ever reposing faith in them again would be worse than the 
worst of follies. They have betrayed us. They have become so irredeem-
ably corrupt that they will sacrifice everything, even the nation, for personal 
gain. The Republican party is dying hard . The Democratic party has 
gone under for the last time and is now gasping for the last breath. 
A great national campaign is upon us. We must act. We must preserve 
the old flag We must have a leader-a man of nerve. One who will lead 
our party on to victory. One to whom we can look with pride. We want 
a man who has fine executive ability ; that stands as a monument of purity. 
We want a man of quick action and keen perception. 
There is a man in this nation who is the embodiment of all the necessary 
qualities, and for whom every delegate in this conventioq shoulc..l cast his vote. 
The little state of Indiana which has produced so many great statesmen has 
another one ready for us, and his name is W. T. vVilson. 
North Carolina will have the proud and distinguished honor of casting ten 
solid votes for W. T. Wilson for president of the United States. 
SPEECH OF R. L. MOORE, 
SECONDING THE NOMINATIO OF FRA K MCN ULTY. 
LADlE A D GE TLEMEN:-Today at the shrine of this vast Republic, we 
the representatives of a grateful people bow a worshiper. When I look into 
the faces of this va t throng, and see the glow of intelligence it bespeaks 
business. Your presence is impressive, your actions inspiring and your dut-
ies sublime. You have gathered from variou part of this broad land of 
ours, from the shores of the rolling Atlantic to the leeping Pacific from the 
icy lakes of the orth to the sunny plains of Texas, delegated with the pow-
er to say who hall be the tandard bearer of this new party, that i now be-
ing ushered into exi tence that is soon to take it debut on the broad politi-
cal tage of action to battle for the right again ·t the wrong. 
reat respon ibilitie rest upon you today· upon your decision here today 
rests the de tiny of thi party, the fate of thi Republic and the exi tence of 
this free and united party. 
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All political parties must have their birth, growth and decay; and viewed 
from a political standpoint we think the two old contending parties have 
lived out their three score years and ten. But we acknowledge with filial 
regard that each of them possessed some good principles, but the principles 
of the National Normal party are the best. With our present platform in 
view, the grandest declaration of right that was ever penned by mortal man, 
we have but to name as its exponent, a man whose mind is as pure as its 
principles are just, and success is ours; a man whose highest ambition will 
be to enforce the principles laid down in that platform; a man whore-
gards an American citizen as being second only to those who w:1lk the gold 
paved streets of a sunnier clime; a man whose character is as spotless as the 
brightest star that decks the ethereal blue; a man who is strong in mind, 
clear in eye, sublime in thought and pure in action; such a man is Frank 
McNulty. [Applause.] Like the immortal Lincoln, he possesses all that is 
good and noble in mortal man. [Applause.] 
I have no reflection to cast upon either of the two other candidates, but 
will say as honest men and women, we should not be contented with what 
is regarded as good, when the best is available. It has been theca e too of-
ten heretofore to the people of the United States that they have contented 
themselves with what they considered good and never placed the 1 est man 
in the right place, as has been demonstrated by the treatment of Webster, 
Clay, Calhoun and Blaine. Now we don't care to follow in the wake of our 
predecessors; Lut let us today, forever stamp improvement on the 
wings of time, and vote for the honest man. He comes from the North 
Star State, and like that peerless Garfield, he comes from the farm, from 
the school, and is ready at the call of the American people to guide the 
ship of state over the rippling waves and whirlpools. 
Ladies, if you posse s any patrioti ·m, if you desire your virtuous pathway 
decorated with oases of greatness, vote for Me ulty, for he is the man who 
believes in a free ballot and woman s rights. Gentlemen if you desire your 
names to go down in the annals of history as sages of the nineteenth c n · 
tury, vote for Me rulty. [Applause.] If you all desire to hear the white 
robed angel of peace, as she unfurl her wings over this free and united 
country chant the song of the Declaration of Independence, vote for Me· 
Nulty. 
In honor of the tate of Minnesota, in behalf of the tate of Ohio, I second 
the nomination of Frank McNulty. 
SPEECH OF R. H. HE TH, 
SECONDL ·c THE NOMINATION F W. T. WIL 
MR. CHAIR fA., ELEGATE LADlE A D E. TLE:'I-1E. :-1 shall enter 
on no encomium for the tate I repre ent, she needs none; there she is, be-
hold her and judge for yourself. 
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There is her history, the world knows it by heart; there is the city of 
Brotherly love, where the first Continental Congress sat, and the Declaration 
of Independence was signed, and over whose walls the old Liberty bell 
swung that announced the victory at Yorktown. It was her favorite son 
that led the victorious army at Saratoga, which severecf us from the tyranny 
of an Eastern King and changed the history of the world. 
There is her Valley Forge, held sacred in history as the winter quarters 
of that Continental army. 
There is Gettysburg, where the greatest army that ever lived, led by Penn-
sylvania sons, Generals Meade and Hancock,met and defeated General Lee, 
the Iapoleon of the Confederacy, with the flowered army of the "Sunny 
South," defeated him and changed the history of the world and melting 
the shackles of four millions of slaves, yet the voters of this commonwealth 
have long realized that it i:5 not when the tornado is sweeping over the 
United States that the astronomer locates the planets of the heavens, nor is 
it when the billows of the ocean have risen to mountain heights that the 
mariner fathoms the depts of the s;ea; but it is in the calm smooth weather 
that they measure the depth and the height. 
And delegates, no part of the United States, between the rocked-ribbed 
coast of the rough Atlantic, to the golden sands of the calm Pacific, from 
the rainy lakes of the 1 orth to the warm waters of the South so justly de-
serves the election as does the center Lake State, Indiana. 
The east has her cotton and woolen manufactories and rapid streams for 
power. The Central States have their large iron mills, glass factories and 
inexhaustible coal, oil and gas supplies. The outh has her tropical climate, 
her Mississippi Valley, the largest in the world, her orange groves, sugar 
cane, cotton and tobacco. The West has her gold streams, and silver moun-
tains. The L orth has her vast rolling prairies and numberless herds of cat-
tle. The Lake States have nothing but their swampy prairie and wet and 
chilling climate, yet for all that she is placing more gold in the treasury 
of the United tates from the Oriental world, than the remaining four sec-
tions combined; and is the only section over which the eagle flops its wings, 
that has no other way of gaining its wealth but by tilling the soil. 
And the constituents of the Keystone Delegation have built the Pennsyl-
vania railroad from \ ashington to that city, whose palatial edifices shall 
stand glistening with all their splendor long after the pyramids of Egypt 
have crumbled and passed away, and is to day more powerful than Rome 
was in her palmy days, when she sat on her even hills and ruled the Eastern 
World. 
Through the entire length of the Keystone tate, the railroad bank bas 
been beautified by wild roses fleeting in the breeze, lilies that arch their 
drooping heads. and the finny tribe porting in ilvan waters, all are waiting 
to welcome with plea ure Pennsylvania's favorite choice, the plow boy of 
Indiana, as he passes from his log Cabin home in the \ est to the \ bite 
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House in the East, and is placed in the executive chair, and the scepter 
that rules the Western wurld, placed in his hand, knowing th:>t he will rule 
with justice and equity to all nations uncler the canopy of the starry 
heavens, knowing that he can handle all questions that may arise with Eng-
land,that overpowering monarchy that has men-of-war in all the salt seas of 
the world ; that he understands the managing of foreign affairs, and that he 
will keep the stars and stripes floating over every fort, from the pine forests 
of Maine, to ~he palmetto of the "Sunny South," from the green valleys of 
California, to the seal fisheries of Alaska, 
That he will pass sucb laws as will permit the yankee sailor to rear up his 
head and walk the streets of any sea-port town in the world, and allow no 
man to shove him from the side walk. 
I think I see George Washington and all the voters of the East, standing 
on the fern covered peaks of the Alleghany's, and Abraham Lincoln and 
all the voters of the West, standing on the snow capped p eaks of the Rock-
ies, and Andrew Jackson, and all the voters of the South floating on the 
Father of Waters and pointing their index fingers toward the plow boy of 
Indiana, who has the stature of Apollo and the wisdom of a Solomon. 
England is ruled by a Queen, yet it was her bearded and aged Gladstone 
and Salisbury that have made her the proud mistress of the sea. 
Germany is ruled by a smooth-faced boy, yet it is her Bismark that fitted 
her out among, and placed her in the front rank of Eastern nations. 
America stands peer to all nations on the globe, then it 1s necessary to 
place at the helm age and experience. 
Then, the Delegation of Pennsylvania seconds the nomination of the fav-
orite son of the Hoosier State. [Applause.] 
The cereal plumed knight, or the willow of the West, the gilt edged states-
man and silver-tongued orator, William Tecum eh Wtlson. 
SPEECH OF :M. D. CA PER, 
SECONDING THE NOMINATIO OF MISS CAKR!E MILLS, 
LADIES A:-<D GE TLEMEN :- \Ve are all delegates and have equal rights 
hefore this convention and before the American pe ple. o one man's vote 
counts more than another's, nor can any one claim a right that is not also 
the right of every other one. We are on an equal footing and it is the duty 
of each one of us to help to decide who will be our president. 
Let us carefully inquire and see who should be our next president. We 
shall all agree that the candidate of the school and not of faction i the one 
that should be elected. One that the new student and the old student can 
support, and one whose hand is extended to you as an equal. Such a can-
didate, ladie and gentlemen, is in the field, and that candidate is Mis .\Iill , 
of Michigan. (Applause) 
There are many r1asons why we should vote for Mi s :\fills and here is ne 
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that will convince us in itself. Let us notice who has been honored most 
and who deserv<~S to be honored now. 
You may ask who has been honored so much. It is easily answered and 
in two words, the gentlemen. The gentlemen occupy all the offices 
with but few exceptions. Then upon whom shall we confer this honor? 
This is the question that we must decide to day. 
Both the gentlemen candidates have already held offices in this conven-
tion, one as temporary chairman and one as vice chairman. Ladies and 
gentlemen, is this not honor enough? In the name of common sense, do 
they want all of the offices? All we ask is fair play and your honest opinion 
in the matter. ow if the gentlemen have held positions enough, we can 
only make things just and equal by giving the ladies our highest offices. 
Bearing in mind the injustice I have just mentioned and having a desire 
to do our duty to a grateful people, living under a government that oppo. es 
all injustice, let us carefnlly consider and we shall elect the right one. 
Some one has kindly told the convention that the lady will get her Neigh-
bors. [Applause.] Certainly she will get her neighbors, we can all agree 
to that. 
Some astronomers have been talking of the planets, Mars, Jupiter and 
Venus, but not one has ever mentioned the earth or ~un. Why, it seems 
that they are not at all concerned about the earth, the sun, or the United 
States. 
And it is very well known that the sun will rise an hour earlier and shine 
brighter on next election day. vVhat then can be the cause of this change 
in the heavens and in our midst? I will tell you. It is a revolution of 
prosperity and the overthrow of injustice that will cause this grand change. 
Now let us see what will be the effect of this change. The flowers will 
bloom, birds sing, and all will be happine s, but the greatest and most im 
portant thing will be the election of Mis Carrie 1ills. 
PEECII OF II. .:\. BERRY, 
SECO DING THE NOI\11 ATIO, OF W. T. WILSO 
1R. PRE IDE ' T, LADlE AND GE~TLEMEN :-In that unceasing march of 
events which calls forth uccessive generation of men to perform their part 
on the stage of public action. we at length are urnmoned to appear. If we 
leave it to the evolutioni t to tell where we came from and the theologian 
to tell where we are going, the fact remains to be con idered by u that we 
are here. We are here as the proud repre entative of the grandest govern-
ment the world has ever seen. government whose laws recognize the uni-
versal equality of mankind and who e free in titution eclip e the grandeur 
of every nati n in all the historic past. We are here to exerci e that right 
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which was secured by the march of armies and the shock of battles-the 
right to elect our ruler. 
In the exercise of that right let us remember to-day that it is too near the 
heart of Americ.w citizenshi!J to be bought and sold as merchandi e in the 
markets of the world. 
As the representatives of the sisterhood of states we are here to choo e 
from among our number one who shall bear our standard and guide our 
hip amid the rocks of monopoly and the fogs and quicksands of class legis -
lation. Grave are the responsibilities which must come to such a one. 
Ladies and gentlemen, when we consider the merits and capabilities of the 
candidates before us it becomes a serious question to decide. To most of us 
they are well known, to some of us they are warm friends. They all have 
merit, they all have ability, they all deserve a thousand fold the honor which 
we must confer on one alone. The canker of regret would forever shroud 
the memory of this happy occasion if I should indulge one sentiment against 
those whose interest may antagonize the interest I stand to repre!':ent. But 
as we have hearJ from the eloquent lips of the gentleman from New Jersey 
"Once to every man and nation comes the moment to decide." To us, ladies 
and gentlemen, that time has come to day. For the gifted son of Minnesota 
I have nothing but commendation. The purity of his record among us be-
speaks the content of his heart. His future is bright with the portens f glo · 
rious possibilities and triumphs which shall outshine the past as the sun in 
his superlative glory outdazzles the moon. Of Michigan's fair daughter I 
must say she is a faithful type of the Creators grand climax, the rna ter-
piece of creatiOn- woman. Too pure, too nobL to be contaminateJ by po-
litical trife; she moves in a higher realm. With due courtesy and reverence tr> 
these two I wi ·h n w to call your attention to \V. T. Wilson of Indiana. 
(Applau e.) His long connection with this institution places him among the 
best and mo ·t favnrably known, and his talent is appreciated and his ability 
is recognized by us all. ot one of our number is more re pectful to other , 
not one carries himself with greater decorum. lie has the indi putable ba-
si of all high character which i unspotted integrity and unimpeachable 
honor. Hi · a ·pirations are high, honorable, and noble and no selfi h ambi-
tion finds a place in his bo om. Firm in his purpo ·e, patriotic and hone ·t 
in every principle he espouses, he ha found hi way into the confidence and 
good-will of hi fellow tudents. Th ugh different from orne of us in hi 
political faith he is broad enough, liberal enough fair enough to concede to 
us the individuality which he claim for himself, Hi literary career i re-
plete with manly force and vigor though he is not related to 'olomon either 
by consanguinity or affinity. ot perfect but thoroughly hone t and carne l 
in his work he taml shoulder to shoulder with the best tudents in thi 
great in titution. 
A a public peaker he i not without his laurels though he has not sur-
pa · ed the record f a Bi mark or 'lad tone nor equaled our American 
Web ter, Clay, or Calhoun. uffice it to say that his peaking is logical and 
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forcible and his writings are marked by a deep philosophy which will cause 
them to be read and appreciated where the issues that evoked them shall 
have passed away. 
In his private life he is amiable and ardent. The current of his feelings 
is warm and strong. 
In public life his experience gives him an advantage which his opponents 
do not possess. 
I need not refer to his political record although p:uty spirit has done its 
work in trying to obscene his excellent qualities. His honor is too bright to 
be corrupted by partisan spirit,and impartial history shall record the name of 
W. T. Wilson (Applause) among the able, eloquent and fearless defenders 
of his country's constitution. A prophetic voice is wafted from the orange 
groves of the South, it echoes and reverberates among New Hampshire's 
hills and on Idaho's plains, it is multiplied among the snow-dad peaks of 
the Rocky Mountains until this great republic swells the triumphant shout 
and unfurls the banner with this inscription : W. T. Wilson, president of the 
ational Norm::~.l Party. In behalf of the constituency which I represent, it 
gives me pleasure to second his nomination for President. 
SPEECH OF J. P. FRANTZEN. 
SECONDING THE NOMINATlON OF MISS CARRIE MILLS. 
MR. CHAIRMAN LADIES AND GENTLEMEN :-Once again are we here as-
sembled to elect a president of this grand Republic of ours. May coolness 
and deliberation attend our actions here to day, and let us not forget for a 
moment that on our actions here to-day will depend the prosperity of this 
nation for the next four years. The other great parties have met and 
placed their candidates and platforms before the public. But the people 
are beginning to realize that these platforms are mere promises which will 
never be fulfilled. 
In consideration of these facts, the National Normal Party has been or-
ganized to uphold the voice of the people, which has been trodden under 
foot. This party is above all, a people's party, it is not a tool for the gold 
bugs of Wall street, the Board of Trade in Chicago, or any other trust or 
monopoly on the face of the earth. The cry of the injured populace has 
compelled us to organize this, the grandest, purest and noblest of political 
organizations. 
In selecting a person to guide our ship of state, we, the people, demand a 
persun who ·e character is unimpeachable, and who e ability is unsurpa sed. 
\ pcrs n who is acquainted with the public affairs of the country. One, 
who. i£ elected will give entire satisfaction to all classes. \ e demand an 
intellectual giant, one in whose mind all the great issues of the day can be 
decided. 
The person who fulfills all these «ondition , is Miss Carrie :\!ill , of Mich-
igan. [Applause.] 
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I take it for granted that there is no person in thi grand assembly, nar · 
row minded enough to say that our candidate is not a lady and does not 
therefore deserve the office. Ladies and gentlemen, I tell you she is more 
deserving of this honor than either of the two gentlemen. 
As a delegate from "Old Virginia," the mother of Presidents, the native 
state of our illustrious vVashington, whose name will never be forg ttcn; the 
native state of Jefferson, the writer of our Declaration of Independence, 
through which we are free and equal; as a delegate from this great 
state, I take pride in seconding the nomination of a lady who is worthy of 
all confidence the public may place in her. A lady whose motto is ju tice 
to all, and one who, if elected, will give entire satisfaction to all classes. 
All you ladies should vote for Miss Mills, for if elected, she will immedi-
ately settle the great issues which now divide our country into sections. 
She will do away with the tariff question, a question which has required Lhe 
attention of all our wise men for the last twenty-five years. You ladie w uld 
also have your rights in the management of this government. By allowing 
women to vote, the last stain will be removed from America; then, and not 
until then, will there be truth in the great American principle, " ll arc 
created free and equal." The welfare of 64,000,000 of per ons depend 
upon our action here tOo lay. Our candidate has not been put forth by one 
man or by two men, but she is put forth by an honest party, a party which 
believes that justice is above all things, that might is right and will succeed 
against the sneers of a few narrow minded per ·ons . 
With Miss Mills in the chair, sectional differences will cea e, there will be 
no more North or South, Ea tor West, but all sections will be united into 
one grand and gloriou union. This nation will prosper a it has never done 
before; we will have no more strikes ; but will live peaceably and a 
brotherly love will be in the heart of everyone. Again, I a ·k you to 
vote for Mis fills. 
SPEECH OF . H. GORDI IER, 
SECO 'DING THE O:lli ATIO OF W. T. WJL. 
LADIES A:-<O GE ' TLEMEN OF THE Co ' VENTI• x :- ccording to the 
great poet, ' ' orne men are born great, some achieve greatnes · and orne 
have greatnes thrust upon them,' ' 
In the eyes of the world, fortunate is the man who i. born great, who is 
born into orne wealthy and influential family, for uch was douhtles. the 
thought in the poets mind. But when we think of the countle . million 
who have lived upon thi earth and pas ed away, mall indeed is the num-
ber of tho e who have been b rn great, and smaller yet the number of tho ·e 
who have achieved greatne . ·orne by rare military geniu have con-
quered empire and cau ed their enemies to b \ to them the ervile knee. 
orne by their vast wealth have attracted the world' attention. • ome by 
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their great intellectual ability have gained for themselves a name and given 
to their fellow men, subtlest philosophy, profoundest science or immortal 
poetry. Some by inventive genius, by burning eloquence, and by >vise and 
patriotic statesmanship have attracted to themselves the gaze of the world. 
By these and various other means have men achieved greatness, but as I say, 
the number is small, and still smaller is the number of those who have had 
greatness thrust upon them. 
In behalf of the entire Washington delegation this afternoon, I take 
pleasure and pride in seconding the nomination of one who was born great, 
is now achieving greatness and will soon have greatness thrust upon him-
Mr. vV. T. Wilson, of Indiana. [Continued applause.] Not born great in 
that he is of princely lineage or heir to vast estates, but great in all that 
constitutes true greatness; a noble and generous nature, a kindly disposi-
tion, a mind broad, comprehen ive and acute, an unswerving honesty, an 
unsullied honor, a keen sense of justice and a just conception of the duties 
and obligations he owes his fellow rnen. Not only was Mr. Wilson born . 
great in that he possesses all the qualities which I have enumerated and 
many more, but he is achieving greatness. Called upon to take charge of 
an important educational institution for the coming year, he is slowly but 
surely working his way upward in his chosen profession and will soon stand 
among our most prominent educators. But what concerns us most just now 
and what is of special interest at this moment is the greatness which Mr. 
Wilson will soon have thrust upon him. And thrust upon him this will be, 
for this is a case where the office seeks the man and not the man the office. 
[Cheers and cries of ''That's so.''] Of a retiring disposition himself, Mr. 
Wilson has been brought forward by his friends, who, recognizing his many 
rare qualities of heart. soul and mind and his official fitness for this office, 
have honored him by thus showing their confidence in him and who will 
support hirn to the Ia t in this presidential campaign. Indiana is to day 
honored in the fact that one of her most noble sons, Benjamin Harrison, !s 
now occupying the presidential chair. , hall this honor go to some other 
state? [Cries of ''No, no.''] No, keep it right here. Vote for Mr. 
Wilson and thus honor him, yourselves, the Northern Indiana Normal 
school and the National Normal party. 
SPEECH OF P. H. MARONY, 
SECOND! ' G THE NO UNATIO OF W. T. WILSO 
DELEGATES OF THE NATIO AL N R 1AL Co :\'E TIO --The time i's 
fast approaching when as a matter of course, as well as of necessity, by 
reason of the duty which you owe to your constituents and by virtue of the 
confidence which they have reposed in you, you will be called upon to elect 
one who will be your standard-bearer in the coming presidential campaign. 
Delegates, you should weigh well the import of that re pon ibility. l Jever 
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since the fathers and wise men met in council has a greater duty been dele-
gated into the bands of any deliberative body. For as a party pledged to 
the reform of long-standing abuses, grown up under the administrati ns of 
both of the old parties, as a party with principles devised to serve the 
interests of 65,ooo,ooo of liberty. loving people, and with a platform which 
is a p'l.nacea for all evils, present and prospective, which may confront the 
American people, we hope and feel assured that the candidate of our choice, 
whoever it be, by the grace of God and the will of the people expressed at 
the polls in November, will exercise the functions for chief magistrate of the 
nation for the next four years. And so delegates, the magnitude of the duty 
devolving upon you demands that you exercise your Godgiven faculties in 
making your choke and that you be swayed not by prejudice or passion nor 
the caprice of any man . In behalf of the three candidates who are pre-
sented here for your consideration, I would say that they are all honorable. 
Far be it from me to cast any aspersion on the fair name of any one of 
them, and I would say to you now that if during the heat of this can-
vas there has been one word uttered derogatory to them or their interests 
and the charge has not been repeated from this rostrum it has no claims 
upon your credibility, for it is an adage as old as the human race and as 
wise anti as true as the Proverbs of King Solomon that whenever any man 
is afraid to submit any question, religious or civil, to the test of a free and 
open discussion that man is more in love with his own opinion than with the 
truth and is unworthy to be believed. Then I would ay to you, exercise 
your God-given faculties and let not the pleasure nor the caprice of anyone 
influence you. In behalf of the candidate whom I have the honor of sup-
porting I will say only a few words. You all know him as a gentleman and 
a scholar and being such, his character requires no comment. We, his 
friends, who have known him for several years, feel assured that your confi · 
dence in him will not be misplaced. Yes, delegates, we assert unblushingly, 
unhesitatingly that W. T. Wilson (applau e) posse ses all the attribute f 
heart and soul and intellect th:tt will make him a ju t and wise executive. 
\Ye earne tly recommend him to your con ideration. Ladies ancl gentlemen, 
it i with pleasure that I econd the nomination of \ . T. Wilson, of Indiana. 
SPEECH OF L. 1. TRO P, 
SECOND! G THE 0!\11 ATIO OF MISS CARRIE MILLS. 
FELLOW DELEG TE , LADIES AND GE TLEME :-I have bserved the 
work of this conventi n with the greatest anxiety. o emotion stirs my 
heart more quickly than a sentiment in h1mor of a great and noble char-
acter. I sat and ob erved thi ceue I remcmbert:d that it was not the 
billows but the calm level of the sea from which all heights and depth are 
mea ured. 
Fellow Delegates, your pre ent excitement may not mark the calm 
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judgment of our people. When the emotions of this hour have subsided we 
shall have the calm level of public opinion to weigh our choice to-day. It 
is not settled here in this brilliant circle where I see the enthusiastic faces of 
hundreds of delegates anxiously waiting to cast their ballots and determine 
the choice of their party ; hut it is settled in the six million homes of our 
country, where the thoughtful father, surrounded by his wife and children, 
entertaining the calm thoughts that inspire the love of home and the love 
of country ; where they remember the great ones who have adorned and 
blessed our nation in days gone by-there God prepares the verdict that 
shall determine the wisdom of onr work to day. 
The languishing shadows of the nineteenth century are heralding the 
approach of a new epoch in our nation's history; a time long looked and 
prayed for by all lovers of liberty. The lime has arrived when Liberty 
clothed in all her costly garments, stands unveiled before the American 
people. The time has arrived when we declare that all are born equal 
inheritors of equal claims to the making of our laws, that governments 
derive their power not from conquest of force -, but from the consent of the 
governed and exist only to make them happy. The e are truths which have 
been long withheld, but which Providence ordained should be revealed 
right here by the National ormal party, and which shall, sooner or 
later become the opinion of all the people of the earth. 
When we consider the duties of the one who pre ides over the welfare of 
eventy million of people. whose industry and integrity is the result of 
six generations of culture, whose ancestors have been educated by the 
greatest preceptors in the grandest school of freedom and liherty. Ye. , to 
preside over a nation of almost miraculou growth. 
This erious trust demands solid qualifications rather than brilliant on s; 
wisdom rather than talent. It demands a calm judgement, a mind open to 
coRviction but not easily convinced, a purpose not to be shaken except by 
new light or a change of circum lances. 13e;;t of all is th tt calm, fearles . 
steadfast soul, undismayed in the mid t of adver ity, standing like a 
tower reflecting all that i go;)d and noble in ch.lrJ.cter of th.! \m:!ric.m 
people. That one patriotic people. That ne of patriotic motives ; of 
sterling integrity ; of unflagging industry. That one who has no foes to 
conciliate, no errors to correct or no apologie to make. That one without 
a rival and without a peer. For such a one I invoke the support of this 
convention. 
In making your deci ion, let wisdom, let discretion, and let merit char-
acterize all your acts and deed . Let not your mind be wayed by the e 
little deluding, excited orators, (applause) but let the light of rea on guide 
you from the mi erable laughter of prejudice. 
rging you to keep the e things in view, in behalf of the great late of 
Wyoming, In w econd the nomination of ~Iichigan favorite daughter-
common careful, courageou, ''Carrie,'' meek and mighty, magnanimou , 
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In making her nomination it will, with the same sentiments of pride. 
praise, and exultation, which you manifest, make juuilant our sixty-five 
millions of people. And the memory of this days work shall exist in the 
hearts of the people when you and I shall have passed away and our names 
lost in utter oblivion. 
Her virtues, which she d,1es not obtrude upon the attention vf others, will 
shine brighter and brighter as time rolls on, until they become as a shining 
constellation about her name. Her amiableness makes her a conspicuous 
ch:uacter wherever she may go. LApplause.] 
Nominate her and the knees of oppo ing tyrants will be loosed with fear, 
while the banner of oppo ing parties will fall from their palsied hands. 
Fellow citizens, at this supreme moment the de tiny of the Republic is 
at stake; and the liberties of the people are imperiled. They hang 
hre:tthless at your deliberations. Take ht>ed! Make no misstep but give 
your undivided support to that meek, magnanimous soul- Carrie Mills. 
PEECH OF FRED E. WIIITE, 
SEC DING THE N MlNATION OF FRANK M'NULTY. 
MR. CHATRMA , FELLOW DELEGATES-I am not up here with a wish t 
pluck one laurel from the brow of any candidate whose name i before the 
Convention. I cannot do so and retain a proper self-re pect, believing a I 
do that we are a~sembled here today to judge of the highest eligibility of 
three of the grande t samples of presidential timber that have ever baflled 
the critical ins1)ectiou of any national convention since the downfall of thi 
great republic. It has, therefore, been with diffidence and caution that 
Wisconsin has con idered the qualifications of each, and whether I may 
hope to voice the sentiment of my entire delegati n or no, I have confidence 
enough in \ i con in, in my own fair tate of Lake and Forest, to believe 
that he will cast her vote wisely and well, 
The circumstances under which we must choose a leader today demand a 
critical judgment and close discrimination. :\fay we be guided in our choice 
by high conviction and noble aims. May we bear in mind that the eye · of 
eventy million people are upon us ; that they are tru ting us to nominate a 
leader today who can promote this nation's highest good. As f r me, I 
have made my choice and I believe that I have cho en wi ely. The 
man whose nomination I am here to support is not a titled nobleman, a fond-
ling of wealth and fa hion, neither can I claim for him that he is an old 
gray-bearded general, hardened and scarred from a hundred battle field ·. 
He comes of a gentler stock. fy hero is from the rank of the common 
p ople. He is common humanity's friend. The toiling million · of thi 
nati n have long been calling hi. name. They are calling, loudly calling it 
today, fellow-delegate , and toward you and I their pleading voice are 
directed, asking that we heed the call, pleading that we chon ·e from the 
ranks of our grand and glorious ormal Party a u ef magi trate \ ho ·e 
hi 
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mind is broad enough and whose heart is broad enough to include this whole 
nation in its grasp. 
Today the industrial classes of this country, from labor's battle- field at 
Homestead to the farthest corners of the land, are calling for a leader who 
will legislate, not for any special class or section, but for every portion of 
our broad domain. 
Our National Normal Party is standing today upon the grandest platform 
ever conceived by the mind of man since the enlightened days of ancient 
Egypt, and the world is beginning to admit it. We want a leader who can 
carry out the principles laid down in that platform to the very letter. The 
name of such a man I believe is before this Convention. Time will not 
permit me to linger upon it, but you all know him. His voice has resounded 
effectively through this normal "wigwam' ' in days gone by. His words are 
copied by hands of affection in his far off humbler home. 
Away yonder in the Northland, beyond the stately hills and . woodlands 
of Wisconsin, I can see in a vision today a peaceful, prairie homestead, and 
around it the golden fields of the fair Northwest are waving in the breeze. 
It is the home of Frand McNulty (applause), the pride of Minnesota and 
the people's choice. Around that home today I can see people gathering 
in breathless suspense, longing to hear the name of their idol as the choice 
of this Convention. 
The East and South, fellow-delegates, have long had a corner on presidents 
and profiting by the fact, it may be we find that monopolies of every kind 
are centering in these States where all presidential interests seem to be. 
Virginia has had her Washington, her Jefferson, Madison, Monroe and a 
score of lesser lights. ew York has had her Van Buren, Fillmore, Arthur 
and Cleveland. Illinois has had her Grant and Lincoln. Indiana has had 
her Harrison and has filled the second place with several more. Out 
beyond the Mississippi, in 'the grand and growing West, there are sixteen 
States and seven territories, and not one of them has yet been honored as 
the home of one single presiJent, nor even a vice-president, in the history 
of this country. I want to say that they have reared within their borders, 
too, just as true and loyal statesman as have ever inspired a people to nobler 
deeds and aims. Mr. Chairman, I second the nomination of Frank McNulty, 
of Minnesota 
SPEECH OF J. C. MYER , 
SECO DI G THE NOMINATION OF FRANK MCNULTY. 
MR. CHAlRMA , LADIES AND GENTLEMEN OF THE CONVENTION:-It 
with a deep sense of the responsibility imposed, that I rise to voice the 
sentiments of the great commonwealth of Vermont. Fellow delegates, we 
are here to execute a trust, the mo t sacred ever enjoyed by a people, to se· 
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lect a leader, for a great party, a party whose principles are as pure as the 
dew from heaven, and as enduring as the light of man. 
No time in the history of our country did a duty of greater magnitude 
rest with a deliberative body. No time in the history of our country did 
labor and capital meet in open war upon the field of battle. We have 
reached a crisis; let us select a leader equal to the occasion, a leader pure 
enough for any citizen, and strong enough for anybody, a leader, whose 
very fibers are knit with the principles of liberty, justice and univer al 
equality. Yes, a leader whose sense of honor over awes political dema -
gogues; a leader, that when the poisonous arrows of slander are hurled from 
the bow of prejudice they will fall dishonored missles at his feet. Such a 
leader has been named, suth a lP.ader comes from the north-star state, 
a star whose light be~kons us on to National purity, intellectual liberty 
and political equality. 
Y f:'S, the Lone Star State brings forth such a candidate, give her the 
choice, give her and the nation, Frank McNulty, [Applause.] of Minnesota, 
and next November will place the National Normal party upon the world's 
history as the redeemer of political purity. Capital and labor will bow in 
humble submission to his equitable mandates. 
On motion, the seconding speeches were declared closed. Moved and car-
ried that the candidates be e corted to the rostrum, after which the conven-
tion proceeded to ballot. The first, second, third, fourth and fifth ballots 
were taken, each giving Frank McNulty a small plurality. 
Miss Mills then withdrew in favor of Mr. Wilson. The sixth ball t wa 
taken, resulting in the nomination of W, T. Wilson. 
The convention adjourned to meet on the f llowing aturday morning 
for the inauguration. 
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SIXTH SESSION. 
College Chapel July JO, I892. 
The Convention was called to order at the usual time. 
Minutes read and approved. The chairman then declar-
ed nominations for Vice President in order. Joe Conroy. 
P. J. Rogers and H. A. Berry nominated Fred Stroup, J. 
W . Hughes and Miss Carrie Mills respectively. Before 
balloting, however, Messrs . Stroup and Hughes withdrew 
from the race. Miss Mills was unanimouc;ly elected . 
The following resolutions of thanks, offered by H . Rur-
ing, were unanimously adopted. 
RESOLUTIONS OF THANKS. 
Whereas, Prof. Brown, at our earnest solicitations,kind-
ly permitted us to hold a National Nominating Conven-
tion for our mutual welfare and improvement, therefore, 
Be it resolved, Tltat this assembly extend to him a vote 
of thanks as a sligltt token of the appreciation of his kind-
ness and as an evidence of t!u higlz estimatz'on in wlzz'c/z 
we hold the prz.'vileges wh£ch lzave been extended us. 
Be it further resolved, T!tat we fu1'tlzer express vur 
gratitude to our wortlty manager, Jllr. Jl.fyers, gratcfull_y 
ackn01.vledge tlze assz'stance he lzas rendered us, and thank 
him for tlze fair and impartt'al manner in wkiclt he lzas 
labored in tlte behalf of tlte interests of tltis conventiDn. 
Joe Conroy offered the following which was also adopted: 
ince P. F. McNulty, as tempora1y chairman and J. J. 
Mc.JI!Ianaman, as permanent chairman, lzave acquitted 
themselves so creditably, tlzerefore be it resolved, t!tat we, 
t!te delegates of tlzz's conventz'on, extend our warmest 
thanks to tltem for tlzeir faitltful services in our be!taif. 
On motion the President and Vice President, together 
with the cabinet member , were e corted to the ro trum. 
The oath of office was then admini tered to Pre. ident 
\V.T. \Vilson and Vice Pre ident, Miss Carrie Mills by 
Chief Justice I. T. Myers. · 
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS. 
Delivered by TV. T. Wilson, of Illinois, before tlte Nat-
ional .1.VI'Jrm.al Cowvention after kis election 
to the Presidency of the U. S. 
J:i'ELLO\ CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES:-
Act:- are always preceded by ideas. The history of 
our country is but a record of a series of acts following 
as many ideas of advancement. Four hundred year acro, 
strange su picions had entered the minds of m ny think-
ers of Europe concerning the shape of the earth. These 
su ·picions developed an idea in the mind of Christopher 
Columbus and re ulted in that great act which we arc 
now about to celebrate in the far famed city of Chicago. 
The idea of rersonal freedom in the worship of l re-
sulted in the famous journey of the Mayflower and plant-
ed the fir t germs of independence in merican soil. 
The idea of a repre. entative form of government, wa fol-
owed by the Y../ar of the Revolution. · he idea of the "free 
and equal'' crcati n of man, wrote the greatest document 
ever penn d-th-... D .... clar.1tion of Independence. Further 
d wn th~ record5 of time, we fin a m re com lete de-
vdopem~nt of th i same iJea cau ing the late civil trug-
gle which broke the hackle bintling the nerrro sub ·er-
vient to hi fellow man. 
Great were the idea of ooJr immortal W -;hington and 
the m_mbers of hi cabinet when they frame thi gov-
ernment, which in one hort century h s developed the 
grande. t nati n ever known. Great were the ideas f 
Web ter and Clay with a ·core of other men wh e name 
appear in our hi tory. But idea , like pl nt in nature's 
garden, pring up, flouri h for a hort time, soon to b 
outgrown and crowded \ n by m rc thriving- ne . 
o it ha been with political partie . ne after another, 
advocating new idea have come to the front,served their 
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usefulness and declined into the unlimited regions of the 
past, forever to be recorded as one of the shining lights 
in the history of our nation. Today's sun is called upon 
to witness a new era, the like of which hJ.s not been 
seen for thirty-two years. A new party is in the van. 
This hour finds the N ation~l Normal Party about to en-
ter into the work of confirming the grandeur of her prin-
ciples by legislative acts. (Applause.) It well behooves 
him whom you have so highly honored by entrusting 
him with the promotion of these sacred principles, to 
discuss the plans by which he hopes to do so. 
Our nation was moulded out of the hearts of a liberty 
loving people,who had fought for their independence till 
they had nothing left upon which to build but patriot-
ism. By keeping the proper men in the proper places, 
that small structure has developed to magnitudes almost 
unbounded. Instead of a narrow strip of land along the 
Atlantic coast, 'it now has a longitudinal extent of more 
than one-third the entire circumference of the earth. It 
includes all the desirable lands of North America, and 
contains the hearts of a people unsurpassed in the history 
of nations. (Applause) Our unsurveyed mountain re-
gions and unsettled lands still furnish unlimited induce-
ments to migration. Our unused water power and facil-
ities for commerce, both domestic and foreign, together 
with our rapidly increasing growth in wealth and power, 
all stamp on the future pages of our history unsurpassa-
ble greatness. 
But a brief review of the few leading facts in the de-
velopement of our nation can but fill a loyal heart with 
adoration for the great minds which were in continued 
activity, that they might further the cause of their country; 
and since man and state are ever advancing, it cannot 
but suggest an improved future. A study of the past 
struggles of the Republic is enough to thrill the soul with 
patriotism and love for that which should be dearer to 
man than life itself-his country. 
Very few changes have been made in the governml:!nt-
al affairs of the United States but what have brought 
about vast improvements. No political power has ever 
been in power that did not bring about a needed reform 
of some kind, and doubtless those that have never been 
in power would far exceed any records of the past, had 
they but an opportunity. (Applause.) The constant 
growing love of country acting against the constant 
growing corruption in political parties, ha brought a-
bout these reforms, and the future depends entirely on 
the constancy of that love. 1 he long adopted practice 
o.f celebrating certain events by large annual gatherings 
throughout all sections of the Union, is a highly com-
mendable one. It has been and will be the means of teach-
ing our foreign-born citizens, as well as the youths of our 
land, the true meanings of liberty and frecdom,and create 
in them a just respect for the laws. 
While we believe our law have been the best to serve 
the needs of the past generations, and that their success-
ful enforcement has been the means of developing our 
country to what it is, we cannot but feel that some have 
supplied their demand and now their future usefulness 
depends on such modifications as will be made in them. 
It is true that in the pa t, law have been modified simp-
ly from a political point of view, without due and proper 
consideration. It is also true that laws have been enact-
ed becau e of outside influence brought to bear on per-
sons whose of-fees were intended to be to them a sacred 
trust. There have been times when the interests of our 
citizen as a whole have not been con . idered, and when 
the laws pc1ssed were simply sectional, Laws to be just 
must meet the wants of the rna ses, must derive the 
greatest good for the largest number, mu t be m ( de 
with no separate cla of individual in view, and mu t 
consult the farmer, the day 1 b rer and the min er, as 
well a the millionaire. Among the pre ent unju t laws, 
may be mentioned those relating to what is •generally 
known as tariff. I shall co-operate with Congress in . uch 
modification of these laws as will, from time to time, 
be t aid the welfare of our country a a whole. 
In enacting laws however, many thing. mu t be con-
sidered. \Ve are comp sed of a people in all financial 
condition . \Vh!le we boa t of our riches, we must at the 
same time admit that we have millions of inhabitant. 
\ hom the continued trugglc for existence has alm t 
overcome. \Ve have men who daily sec their families 
in want of life's nece siti , \ omen wh \ eep for th 
sufferings of their loved ne ,and children who are forced 
out into the world long .re they should be from under 
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their mothers tender care, that a few more pennies may 
be apded to the meagre income. We have whole states 
in which the majority of the citizens are in need of, and 
deserving of, the best legislation of Congress. Our ex-
tensive farming districts of the west are inhabited by a 
people long fctmous for their industry and loy1.lty ; yet,· I 
am sorry to say, a very large per cent. of them see no con-
tentment, unless it be in laboring from early morn till 
late at night, day after day, only to meet the high rates 
of interest on their mortgages. 
One of the greatest problems confronting the Ameri-
can people today is how to better the condition of the 
poorer classes. Several remedies have been suggested. 
The farmers say "Give us low rates of interest,'' while the 
capitalists say "Give us high protective tariff that we 
may build more manufactories to give the people employ-
ment. I am convinced that a much larger amount of 
standard money in the country would aid greatly toward 
solving this problem. Free coinage of silver is claimed 
by the D~mocratic party to be the only hope, but great 
precaution must be taken in this that the country is not 
flooded with silver to such an extent that the value there-
of be decrea~ed. Doubtless such a law at present would 
invite speculation in foreign countries, and I fear the 
United States would soon become the only silver market 
in the world. Again the only essential to good money 
in a country i its marketable face value in other coun-
tries, on the same footing as other articles of commerce 
regardles of stamp thereon. As yet silver is not so 
marketable, but as soon as it is deemed best, I shall en-
deavor to•bring about such a sy tem of silver coinage as 
will most ucces fully meet the wants of the people. 
However, I con ider it a dangerous tep to adopt ab olute 
free coinage until all nations are ready to place silver on 
an equal ba is with gold. 
Our system of internal revenue is one that may be well 
continued for the pre ent. People who can afford to con-
tract and perpetuate habit are the people who can be · t 
afford to bear the expen ·es of our goverment, but I deem 
it a national in to uphold people in uch habit as prove 
detrimental to their best intere_ t . The great cur e to 
our nation and to all mankind, i oon to become a 
heavy burden on the managers of our national affairs. 
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The millions of dollars spent annually in the promotion 
of the liquor traffic might be the means of bringing hap-
piness and cont~ntment to many a wretched home. The 
thousands of hearts m de miserable, the thousands of 
lives blotted out of existence, and the thou ·and of souls 
hurled into eternity each year with the stamp of guilt. 
and shame forever imprinted on them, might be rescued 
from such awful fates if the authoritie'> of our land would 
but place themselves in oppo<>ition to the li 1uor traffic. 
(Continued applause). The only components of a moral 
nation are a moral people. It is not supp sed that op-
po ition to this cur e will bring about absolute morality 
in our country, or entirely prohibit the traffic; but it is 
supposed that the opportunities for youthful indulgences 
will be so greatly decreased, that in a few generations 
the financial, physical,intellectual, and moral conditions 
of our average citizen, will far exceed those of the pre -
ent. The attempts at loc;:d option in various states have 
furnished sufficient evidence to show that son~e other 
:nethod must be pursued. As long as these United 
States remain under one govermnent with the same 
privileges granted to its citizens in all sections, such a 
universally established business as the liquor trafftc can 
not be succes. fully quelled in one community or state 
and tolerated in another. It m tlSt b opposed from 
north to south from the tlantic to the Pacific. [Ap-
plause.] 
Monopolies are a thing that mu t not be tolerated. 
Any man or combination of men wh , in the persuance 
of their intere5ts, work again . t the interest::; of other in-
dividuals or a community, by extr, cting- exhorbitant 
amounts of money from them either for labor r commer-
cial article , ught to be considered detrimental to the 
w lfare of the nation. ince the -;tate is its citizens the 
committal of such acts will be con ·ide red as direct blow 
at the government and treated as such. 
The custom lately introduced among ci ilized nation , 
of settling all di pute by arbitration i · univcr:ally con-
ceded to be an advanced tridc in the progre. s of civiliz-
ation. The old b~rbaric idea of ettling all disputes by 
blood hcd i ( . t becoming extinct, and it i h ped by 
all lover of the nc tion'. cau. e that war with these l_:ed i a thing of the pa t and that we hall nev-
i -
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er again be responsible for noble Jives lost in battle 
where sane men butcher each other like so many savages 
destitute of the first impulses of a civilized life. But 
wait untii all nations discharge their sta11ding- armies and 
adopt arbitration as the method of settling all dis-
putes; it is well for our country to be in readiness should 
an attack be m:tde upon us. While our country is com-
posed of noblce hearts, and each one a standing- army, we 
are not secure against foreign enemies, should we be so 
unfortunate as to have any. 
Reciprocation introduced in the late administration is 
a custom which, if carried on properly, will bring great 
good to our country. The prevailing sentiment among 
Americans to consider our own interests before those of 
other nations on the other side of the ocedn, i$ not a 
highly commendable one. The countries of both North 
and South America are able to support themselves with-
Oilt foreign aid. They produce, practically, all kinds of 
food supplies and manufactured articles found on the 
globe, and an interchange of commercial interests can 
but greatly benefit these various nations. I do not re-
gard absolution from our European neighbors th e best 
mode of procedure. A reciprocal treaty with any nation, 
whereby our country will be benefited, I shall endorse, 
but the world is becoming too closely united to permit 
any nation or nations to refuse dealings with another. 
The long held principle of the United State::;, called 
the Monroe Doctrine, is one that America should ever 
hold as her sacred right. It has been the mean;, of 
changing that custom of acquiring all the te,-ritory pos-
sible, so extensively practiced d .tring- the ancient and 
mediaeval times, and has transformed the ideal nation 
from a distructive, mnrd~rous band, to a ettled, indus-
trious, intellectual people. 
No n::ttion has ever groWtl in wealth as rapidly as ours. 
The million:; of dollars now invested in manufactories 
and other industries, have b een the means of support in 
the homes of thousands of our laborers. When capital 
is thus inve;;ted and controlled by able and responsible 
business men, it is a great blessing to a country. But 
capital ha. always had a ruling independence over la-
bor, which vlaces the latter at a great disadvantage. 
The very nature of things places labor in such a position 
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that to as.sert her rights is almost an impossibility. So 
oppressive has capital often been, that strikes were the 
unly recourse. While these, in most cases, have proved 
detrimental to the laborers directly interested, they have 
in tfle main, done much good. The laborer has found in 
himself certain inalienable rights which must be respec. 
ted. But while this is true, 1 cannot attribute the entire 
cause of all strikes to the oppression of capital. I cannot 
feel that the scanty wages alone bring such poverty 
and wretc:hednes:-; to the homes of these unfortunate peo-
ple. As I visit a manufacturing or a mining community, 
I find there, in bright array, that curse of curses, the liq-
uor traffic. This I claim is one of the causes of extreme 
poverty among the laboring classes. Could such a state 
of thing-s be brought about whereby the money now 
spent for liquor would be used for the necessities of life, 
I should consider it one of the greatest achievements the 
world has ever known. (Applause) But since man's 
blessings come in answer to his own deeds, we cannot 
hope for this till woman is permitted to assert her rights 
with ballot and office. 
We are composed of a p eople from almost every civil 
ized country in the world. Some of our best citizens an.! 
foreign born who, filled with a desire for lib erty and free 
citizenship, have come to our country, accepted our laws 
and arc now full fledged Am.ericans. The method pro-
vided for in our laws, by which forei<Tners become na-
turalized is a commendable one, yet I feel that some-
thing more is wauting. We have new· papers printed 
in many languages, circulating all over our land, by 
which the e people learn our customs and become fitted 
for citizenship. That is right and proper; but since this 
is America, the land of the free, it i ~ impossible for our 
foreign brethren to become th b est citizens till they 
have learned to read and write the Eng I i h Language. 
The general foreign policy establi h eel by Washington 
and continued till the pre cnt, as one of neutrality in 
disturbances not directly affecting the interests of th · 
Republic, is one worthy to b e continued. But whilt~ we 
hope to maintain this policy, it must be remembered that 
it i the duty of this country to protect her citizens in 
every foreign clime. An act of injustice done them, 




dealt with in the most rigid measures; nor will an apology 
without indemnity,at least to the individual, or his family, 
sustaining such injustice, be satisfactory reparation for 
the same. · 
\Ve are a free people. Our forefathers fought for this 
independence, and today our people become as er~thusi­
astic over the stories of the Revolution as though it oc-
curred but yesterday. We rejoice in our surroundings 
and glory in our liberty. We know from the experiences 
of our forefathers what it is to be oppressed, and by our 
own experience, what it is to be a people who can make 
their own laws. We tender our most sincere sympathies 
to Ireland in her struggle for her inherent prerogative, 
home rule ; also, we denounce the action of the Czar of 
Russia in regard to the Jews,as being a retrograding step 
in the progress of civilization and beyond the rights of 
any ruler. 
Our country has long needed a more direct and cheap-
er rout by which to promote her commercial interests. 
The construction of those long lines of railroad across the 
Rocky Mountains was a grand achievement,but these are 
not sufficient to transport our produce. Many islands of 
the Pacific, and the western countries of South America 
are becoming so productive that direct communication 
with them is very important. The value of a canal con-
necting the Atlantic with the Pacific between the two 
Americas would be inestimable to these commercial in-
terests. I heartily favor the completion of the Nicaragua 
Canal under the controlling power of the United States. 
Besides the commercial interests, it would be of great ad-
vantage for revenue and the defense of our country. 
The present civil service system will be continued until 
no matters of more importance remain to be considered. 
Persons wanting positions under the government during 
this administration, must furnish sufficient evidence of 
their moral and intellectual standing together with their 
fitness and aptitude for the positions desired. No person 
will be granted such places with merely selfish or political 
motives in view. 
I realize the fact that the critical eye of a whole na-
tion,yea of a whole world, are now turned toward the 
first administration of the National Normal Party, but it 
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is hoped that a few principles will be planted in the hearts 
of our people,during the next four years which will spring 
up and grow for generations to come, leading our nation 
onward and upward toward the open gates of perfection 
awaiting us. Yet, we are all mortal, and the best of us 
are guilty of countless errors for which we are unable to 
make any reparation. However, we are granted a great 
privelege, one which I fear is often too little regarded. 
By improving the opportunities it affords us, we are en-
abled to commune with the God above, who reigns 
and rules supreme. I shall invoke the aid of our loving 
Father, who has carefully guarded these United States 
during their entire existence, in all questions pertaining 
to our nation's cause, that love, and peace, and prosperity 
may crown the efforts of this administration. 
The following Cabinet Officers were recommended by 
the President : 
Secretary of State, H. B. Miller, of New York, 
Secretary of Treasury, J. F. Eddelman, of Alabama, 
Secretary of War, P. H. Maroney, of W. Virginia, 
Secretary of Interior, W. H. Johnson, of Missouri, 
Secretary of Navy, H. A. Berry, of Texas, 
Attorney General, M. L. Test, of Louisiana, 
Postmaster General, G. 0. VanMeter, of Illinois, 
Secretary of Agriculture, R. B. Ewing, of Penn. 
Having performed the duty for which it was organiz-
ed, the Convention adjourned sine die. 
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